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The next generation Lock-In Amplifiers
Only from SRS !
The SR86x series brings new performance to lock-in
measurements — a frequency range of 4 MHz (SR865A)
or 500 kHz (SR860), state-of-the-art current and voltage
input preamplifiers, a differential sinewave output
with DC offset, and fast time constants (1 µs) with
advanced filtering.

DC to 4 MHz (SR865A)
DC to 500 kHz (SR860)
2.5 nV/√Hz input noise
Fast time constants

And there’s a colorful touchscreen display and a long list
of new features ...
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þ
þ
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þ

Deep memory data recordings
FFT analysis
Built-in frequency, amplitude & offset sweeps
10 MHz timebase I/O
Embedded web server & iOS app
USB flash data storage port
HDMI video output
GPIB, RS-232, Ethernet and USB communication

It’s everything you could want in a lock-in — and then some!

SR865A 4 MHz lock-in ... $7950 (U.S. list)
SR860 500 kHz lock-in ... $6495 (U.S. list)

Stanford Research Systems
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Laser Focus World offers free downloadable technical
digests that provide an in-depth resource on photonics
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Webcasts let you make new
discoveries from your desktop
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Whether you are looking to compare photomultiplier
tubes vs. silicon photomultipliers or
understand ultrashort-pulse lasers for
materials processing, we’ve got webcasts
aplenty to meet your educational needs.
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Flip-chip GaN-based LED has
73% wall-plug efficiency

Laser Diodes AlGaN nanowire

laser diode emits at 239 nm
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Imaging Theory Breaking Rayleigh’s limit:

Imaging resolution not defined by the criterion

SPIE Photonics West 2017 Preview
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Each December, the Laser Focus World editors
describe the top papers, exhibits, and special events
set to take place at the annual SPIE Photonics
West conference and exhibition in San Francisco,
CA. Get the scoop before the 2017 event, set to
kick off January 28th, with this useful preview!
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The large optic suspension at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO) played a part in
detecting gravitational waves for the first
time—one of our Top 20
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picks for 2016. (Courtesy
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Galvo scanners reach megahertzscale range repetition rates
for laser micromachining
Maximizing ablation efficiency and choosing
the correct peak fluence enable both
high throughput and a high-quality lasermachining process. Holger Schlüter, Beat Jaeggi,

of the LIGO Laboratory)
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Contamination Control

Improve yield and quality by
monitoring particle contamination
during optics manufacturing
Particle monitoring enables data-driven
decisions to meet increasing yield and device
performance levels required as smaller optical
device structures, shorter wavelengths, and
higher laser power densities are employed.

Technology Review

Laser Focus World’s top 20 photonics
technology picks for 2016
This year’s Top 20 list concludes with an especially
robust selection of science topics from the past year
of Laser Focus World. John Wallace
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Leveraging geometrical and
physical optics in effectivefocal-length measurement
Although optical engineers typically insist that
interferometers and more complex instrumentation
is needed to characterize an optical component,
simpler geometrical and physical optics methods
can often produce the desired measurement result.
Patrick J. Reardon
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Advanced light microscopy enables
rapid mapping of brain structure
and function in high resolution
Researchers are increasingly finding lightsheet microscopy effective for rapid volumetric
imaging of fixed and living specimens. Two
recent developments, COLM and SPED, are
facilitating significant advances in neuroscience.
Bianca Migliori, Malika S. Datta, and Raju Tomer
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editor’s desk

Conard Holton
Associate Publisher/
Editor in Chief
cholton@pennwell.com

Photonics now and next
The photonics world seems to be changing faster than ever—recently, we have seen numerous acquisitions, some product prices are declining, component makers are being swept up into OEMs or end users,
and the Chinese market is becoming even more competitive. Furthermore, the U.S. elections and the Brexit
vote may foretell a different political climate, with uncertainty about exchange rates, and international
trade and technology policies. How do we process all this information and understand the implications?
I think that we at Laser Focus World understand quite well current and near-future technical developments in photonics itself. The most cutting-edge advances of the past year, for example, are captured in
our cover story on the top 20 technology picks, by Senior Editor John Wallace (see page 27). And articles
such as the one by Raju Tomer and colleagues at Columbia University on light-sheet microscopy and its
application to CLARITY and SPED show we are very aware of the profoundly important developments in
biophotonics (see page 47).
Yet, what of changes in markets? For these, we look to our annual Laser Market Review & Forecast
in the January issue, written by a team led by Senior Editor Gail Overton. The article surveys trends in
the major global markets, and provides data and analysis on each market segment—it’s consistently our
most-read article of the year.
That market data and analysis will be greatly expanded upon at our 29th Lasers & Photonics Marketplace Seminar (www.marketplaceseminar.com), to be held January 30, 2017, in San Francisco during SPIE
Photonics West. There, we’ll be probing the critical topics in photonics, including the adaptation of Industry 4.0 and additive manufacturing, the Chinese laser markets, the flow of investments, the growing
number of directed-energy defense programs, and opportunities for advanced laser diodes.
In addition, we’ll hear what tools biomedical scientists and engineers need to take advantage of opportunities in clinical research and healthcare. And our keynote will be a discussion between Coherent
president and CEO John Ambroseo and myself that will probe many of the issues identified above. It’s a big
agenda, whether you are talking about the Seminar, the magazine, or the rapidly changing photonics world.
Thank you for your support in 2016, and best wishes for the New Year.
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newsbreaks
1064 nm solar laser achieves record power output and efficiency
With applications in remote sensing from space, wireless laser power beaming, asteroid deflection, and fuel-free photonic
thrusters, lasers that emit energy directly through the conversion
of sunlight—called solar-pumped lasers—have improved in performance again, thanks to research conducted at the New University of Lisbon (Lisbon, Portugal).
Unlike other architectures that transported laser energy
from a solar tracking system via an optical fiber with moderate loss, the Lisbon researchers instead used end-side-pumping of a 4.0-mm-diameter, 35-mm-long neodymium:yttrium
aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) single-crystal rod with a heliostat-parabolic-mirror solar energy concentration system. An
aspheric fused-silica lens coupled concentrated solar energy
from a 1.4-m-effective-diameter parabolic mirror into the laser rod within a conical pumping cavity, producing 37.2 W of
continuous-wave (CW) multimode 1064 nm solar laser power with 8.9% slope efficiency—the highest solar-laser efficiency to date, according to the researchers. In addition, 9.3 W of

CW TEM00 -mode (M2 ≤1.2) 1064 nm solar laser power was
also measured, resulting in a 7.9 W/m2 fundamental-mode laser collection efficiency that is 2.6X and 2.0X higher than the
previous Fresnel lens and parabolic mirror records, respectively. Reference: D. Liang et al., Sol. Energ. Mat. Sol. Cells, 159,
435–439 (Jan. 2017).

Gold diffused in silicon waveguide leads to NIR light amplification
Silicon is an indirect-bandgap semiconductor and thus ordinarily does not allow for lasing or amplification of light
without using hybrid materials. However, Stanislav Stepanov and Shlomo Ruschin of Tel Aviv University (Tel
Aviv, Israel) are making silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides into optically
pumped gain media by diffusing gold
into them. If further developed, this
technology could enable practical onchip waveguide-based silicon lasers
and amplifiers for silicon photonic integrated circuits, as well as in separate
components.
Using phosphorus-doped SOI wafers, the researchers thermally diffused gold into the wafer’s top layer at
room atmosphere and pressure, creating a range of prototypes using different diffusion temperatures from 550°

Laser Focus World
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to 700°C and different diffusion times
from 30 minutes to 7 hours. After diffusion, the researchers patterned ridge
large single-mode waveguides with

Voltage (V)

Reference signal “on,”
pump signal “on”

Reference signal “off,”
pump signal “on”
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
-0.02
-0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06

Time (s)

5 µm thickness, 10 µm width, and 2 cm
length with a 0.5-µm-thick silicon dioxide buffer layer. The waveguides were
transversely pumped from above with

www.laserfocusworld.com

laser light at 532 nm, with the intent to create optical amplifiers for the
near-infrared (NIR) range. The pump
light was modulated by a chopper at
frequencies ranging from 1 to 1000 Hz
for experimentation. Two signal lasers
were used: a tunable laser with a 1.527
to 1.576 µm wavelength range, and a
single-wavelength 1.32 µm laser. An
oscillogram of the test results using the
longer-wavelength signal laser shows a
gain of 6 to 7. At a 0.55 W pump power, the gain coefficient reached 30 dB/
cm for the 1.55 µm signal, but only
about 6 dB/cm for the 1.32 µm signal.
The researchers next want to better understand the mechanisms for amplification and use that info to develop practical devices. Reference: S. Stepanov and
S. Ruschin, arXiv:1611.03475v1 [physics.optics] (Nov. 6, 2016).
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newsbreaks
Modulated silicon doping improves GaN-based
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers

Reflectivity (%)
100.0
99.8

Because of the nature of nitride compounds, blue-emitting gallium nitride
(GaN)-based vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have been tough to
make. The structures designed for commercializing these devices have poor

conducting properties, and existing approaches to improve the conductivity introduce fabrication complexities while performance is inhibited. Now, researchers
at Meijo University and Nagoya University in Japan demonstrated a design and
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395
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experimental prototype of a GaN-based
VCSEL that provides good electrical conductivity and is readily grown.
The laser cavity of a typical VCSEL is defined by distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR)
mirrors. But DBR structures have low conductivity because of polarization charges between its layers of aluminum indium
nitride (AlInN) and GaN. Intracavity contacts can help improve the poor conductivity of GaN VCSELs, but these increase
the cavity size and, because of their presence in the cavity, result in a higher threshold-current density and a lower slope efficiency. In the new VCSEL, modulated
silicon doping in the AlInN/GaN DBR nitride layers reduce the effect of polarization charges and boost the conductivity of the DBR layers. The peak reflectivity
of a 46-pair, silicon-doped rear DBR mirror is on the order of 99.99% or greater—in comparison, a 40-layer, undoped
DBR mirror has a peak reflectivity of only
99.7%. The laser has a threshold current
of 2.6 mA and an operating voltage of 4.7
V. Reference: K. Ikeyama et al., Appl. Phys.
Express (2016); http://iopscience.iop.
org/1882-0786/9/10/102101.

Nanocomposite
translates light into
mechanical motion
Researchers have used organic photochromic compounds, certain ceramics,
and carbon-nanotube (CNT) and metallic-nanoparticle-infused polymers to
convert photons into mechanical motion for practical applications in microrobotic actuators, grippers, and motors.

8
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Splice Point

Coreless Ball Lens to
Collimate SMF Fiber Output

Tapered Probe with Small Ball End

LZM-110 M+ /P+
Laser Splicing System
1 mm to 2 mm X-LDF Splice

Introducing the new LazerMaster™ 110 series
AFL and Fujikura developed a new line of laser-based fusion splicers designed for customers with unique
applications. The LZM-110 models apply the same laser heating methods to market-specific tasks as higher
end laser-based fusion splicers but at a lower investment cost.
LZM-110M/P

LZM-110M+/P+

• End Capping – LP Fiber Laser
• Splicing – Manufacturing with low consumable cost and
high reliability splicing (Sub Sea programs may be interested)
• Smaller ball lens production

• Larger End Capping – Fiber Laser
• Splicing requiring end view alignment:
PCF, Hollow Core Fiber and MCF
• Larger ball lens production

www.AFLglobal.com/LFW
864.433.0333
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newsbreaks
However, the motion is typically triggered by near-infrared
light and/or is not wavelength-specific, limiting the strength
and types of motion that can be accomplished.
Now, researchers at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI;
Worcester, MA) have succeeded in creating wavelengthspecific conversion of photons into mechanical motion using layered transition-metal di-chalcogenide (TMD) materials. Specifically, molybdenum sulfide (MoS 2) has very strong
optical absorption and exhibits a direct chromatic mechanical response that varies as a function of wavelength when
illuminated by light from 405 to 808 nm. The mechanical response varies as a function of wavelength and power transmitted through the samples, which were fabricated
with up to 10, 30, and even 500 layers of TMDs. Absorption spectroscopy and a dynamometer test revealed a chromatic mechanical response force up to 30 mN better than
competing material options.
Applying uniaxial tensile strains to the semiconducting
few-layer 2H-MoS2 crystals in the nanocomposite increased
optical absorption between 808 and 640 nm. The unique
photon-induced mechanical motion is a result of the rich delectron physics not available to nanocomposites based on
sp-bonded graphene and CNTs, as well as metallic nanoparticle composites. The reversible strain-dependent optical
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absorption suggests applications in a broad range of energyconversion technologies that are not possible using conventional thin-film semiconductors. Reference: V. Rahneshin et
al., Nature Sci. Rep., 6, 34831 (Oct. 7, 2016).
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Silicon photomultipliers
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Smart sensors
Image sensors
Infrared detectors
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Scientific CMOS cameras
Board cameras for OEMs
Spectrometers
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Quantum cascade lasers
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newsbreaks
Flip-chip GaN-based LED has 73% wall-plug efficiency
Years of research have gone into enabling
blue-emitting gallium nitride (GaN)based LEDs, which are the basis for the
white-light LEDs used widely for lighting,
to produce more lumens per watt and,
similarly, have a higher wall-plug efficiency (optical output in watts per electrical
input in watts). Because p-GaN, a material used to make efficient GaN-based
LEDs, has poor electrical conductivity
and results in current-spreading, transparent conducting-oxide LEDs and flip-chip
LEDs with silver mirrors have been developed as added conductors. However, the
silver mirror or conducting oxide absorbs
light, reducing overall efficiency.
A group at the University of California, Santa Barbara that includes Shuji Nakamura, one of the inventors of the GaNbased LED, is incorporating high-quality,
low-voltage-drop GaN tunnel junctions
into GaN-based LEDs, rather than conducting mirrors or oxides, to prevent current-spreading without adding to optical absorption. The researchers have
created non-flip-chip and flip-chip versions, with the latter incorporating a

high-light-extraction multilayer dielectric mirror that increased the reflectivity of the wire-bond pads to greater than
98% at the LED’s 450 nm operating
wavelength. The resulting external quantum efficiency (EQE) and wall-plug efficiency (WPE) of the non-flip-chip device

were 78% and 72%, respectively, and for
the flip-chip LED were 76% and 73%, respectively. Patents are pending on both
the tunnel-junction and light-extraction
technologies developed by the researchers. Reference: B. P. Yonkee et al., Appl.
Phys. Lett., 109, 191104 (2016).
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Technical advances from around the globe
Got News? Please send articles to johnw@pennwell.com

LASER DIODES

AlGaN nanowire laser diode emits at 239 nm
Over the years, the short-wavelength limit of laser diodes has
moved from the red end of the visible spectrum to the near-UV.
However, there are many applications, such as Raman spectroscopy for chemical and biochemical sensing, surface analysis,
and medical uses, that could benefit from the development of a
deep-UV-emitting laser diode, which could be battery-powered
for portable instrumentation.
Laser diodes can be frequency-doubled and quadrupled to
produce deep-UV light with a narrowband output at wavelengths down to just below
193 nm. While these lasers
are more compact and userfriendly than other deep-UV
sources such as excimer
lasers, they still are not nearly
as small, simple, and low in
power usage as a conventional laser diode.
Now, researchers at McGill
An electrically injected AlGaN
laser consists of a random
University (Montreal, QC,
arrangement
of inversely tapered
Canada) have fabricated
nanowires, as seen in this
aluminum gallium nitride
representation.
(AlGaN) laser diodes that
produce deep-UV light at a
239 nm wavelength, operate at room temperature, and are
electrically pumped.1 As a bonus, the prototype has a very low
threshold current of about 0.35 mA.

Inversely tapered nanowires
Simulation studies showed that randomly distributed AlGaN
nanowires can strongly confine deep-UV photons in the 240
nm spectral region. The researchers settled on an inversely
tapered nanowire configuration to minimize loss through the
underlying silicon (Si) substrate.
In the fabrication process, the nanowires are spontaneously
formed on the Si substrate and each have a structure consisting of a n-GaN contact layer, n-AlGaN cladding layer, AlGaN
active region, p-AlGaN cladding layer, and p-GaN contact layer
(see figure). The researchers say that the repeated scattering of
photons caused by the random arrangement of the nanowires
results in interference and, thus, strong light localization.
Laser Focus World
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The average fill factor for the AlGaN nanowires was 0.55.
Because of inhomogeneity of nanowires and imperfect fabrication, actual current injection and laser operation takes place
in only about 50% of them. The calculated cavity volume and
carrier-recombination volume for the individual nanowires was
0.627 and 0.165 µm3, respectively.
First, room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) studies were
carried out using an excitation source with a 193 nm wavelength. The resulting PL spectrum had an emission peak at
246 nm with a 20 nm bandwidth, indicating a high 70% Al composition and good
p-GaN
Al uniformity. A second peak at about 210
p-AlGaN
nm indicated that AlN shells formed on
i-AlGaN
the
AlGaN nanowire sidewalls, which help
n-AlGaN
suppress
nonradiative surface recombination.
n-GaN
Next, electrically injected laser diodes
Si
were fabricated via photolithography and
metallization. Room-temperature electroluminescent spectra both below and above
the laser threshold were measured. Below-threshold operation
resulted in a broad emission spectrum. As the current reached
the 0.35 mA threshold, the 239 nm laser line began to emerge.
At threshold, the linewidth was about 0.9 nm, but gradually
rose to about 1.4 nm as the current was raised to about 1.4 mA.
The researchers previously had demonstrated electrically
injected AlGaN nanowire deep-UV lasers emitting at 262 and
289 nm. These lasers had much-higher compositional modulation, resulting in quantum-dot-like structures that produced
a very low threshold current of only tens of microamperes.2,3
But because the high compositional modulation prevents laser
emission at shorter wavelengths, the group had to boost the
compositional uniformity to create laser emission at 239 nm.
The higher uniformity caused the quantum-dot-like nature to
be lost and raised the threshold current to 0.35 mA. However,
this threshold current at 239 nm is still quite low, and could help
make laser-based, battery-powered deep-UV instrumentation
viable.—John Wallace
REFERENCES
1. S. Zhao et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 109, 191106 (2016).
2. S. Zhao et al., Nano Lett., 15, 7801 (2015).
3. S. Zhao et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 107, 043101 (2015).
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world news
I M AGI NG T H EORY

Breaking Rayleigh’s limit: Imaging
resolution not defined by the criterion
The limits of optical resolution for an
imaging system have long been defined
by the Rayleigh criterion: imaging points
can only be resolved if they are separated
by half the spot size of the diffractionlimited point spread function (PSF) of the
imaging system (with half the spot size
being defined as the distance from the
central maximum to the first minimum).
Essentially, diffraction is the fundamental
hurdle to increasing imaging resolution,
smearing out the spatial distribution of
light that reaches an imaging detector.
SLM

Lens

DMD

sensitivity of an observable quantity (in
this case the PSF) to changes in its underlying parameters (emitter positions and
intensities), the separation between two
poorly resolved and incoherent point
sources is estimated and bound by the
quantum Cramér-Rao lower bound
(qCRLB). In more physical terms, the
Rayleigh criterion is based on intensity
scans, which discard all phase information. When the proper strategy is chosen,
and complete information is gathered,
the Rayleigh limit turns out to be nonesEMCCD
Lens
+1
0
–1

HeNe
laser

|ψ–〉
2f1

2f2

f2

|ψ+〉

f2

In the experimental setup, a helium-neon (HeNe) laser illuminates a high-frequency digital
micromirror chip to create two point sources that are imaged by a low-numerical-aperture
lens. Projection onto different modes in the image plane is accomplished with a digital
hologram created by a spatial light modulator (SLM) and the diffraction pattern is mapped
by a lens onto an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) detector. (Image credit: Palacký
University)

There are ways to subvert the Rayleigh
criterion, including the use of near-field
optics, which capture evanescent as well as
free-space electromagnetic waves and the
capture of Rabi oscillations. Unfortunately,
these approaches are complex and often
not useful in practical optical systems.
By revisiting the quantum nature of
light, however, researchers at Palacký
University (Olomouc, Czech Republic)
and Universidad Complutense (Madrid,
Spain) have found a more straightforward way to determine the achievable
resolution limit of an imaging system that
does not depend on diffraction effects.1

Quantum metrology
Using quantum Fisher information
(QFI)—a mathematical measure of the

14
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sential. By studying circular and slit apertures, the QFI and qCRLB criteria can
be implemented in a compact optical
setup to analyze the resolvable separation of two points at distances below the
Rayleigh limit.
Assuming quasimonochromatic paraxial
waves with one specified polarization
and one spatial dimension, a quantum
parlance is used to characterize the PSF of
two incoherent point sources entering an
imaging system. A sensible estimate of the
separation of those point sources requires
the establishment of a measurement
strategy that encompasses the complete
information carried by the field.
To separate the spatial modes in
the image plane, a digital micromirror controls the emitter points until the

www.laserfocusworld.com
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images coalesce (see figure). Separations
17X smaller than the Rayleigh limit were
observed for the Gaussian aperture and
10X smaller for the slit aperture.
In summary, the simple technique used
here improves over traditional means of
imaging theory in resolving two closely
spaced point sources. No special sources
or equipment are needed to complete
the setup, and results demonstrate that
diffraction limits are not a fundamental
constraint to imaging resolution.
Researcher Luis L. Sanchez-Soto of
Universidad Complutense says, “The
optics textbooks have to be revised. It is
not that the Rayleigh criterion is wrong,
it is just that it applies only for a particular detection scheme—the intensity
scan—that is not very efficient in conveying the information carried by the optical
field.”—Gail Overton
REFERENCE
1. M. Paúr et al., Optica, 3, 10, 1144–1147 (2016).

DER M ATOLOGY

Bessel beam works better than
Gaussian for skin photothermolysis
Photothermolysis is a way of altering
and rejuvenating skin by paradoxically wounding it. Laser light is focused
on locations within the epidermis and
dermis, causing microscopic burns that
eliminate some sort of tissue or other
problem and, as they heal, stimulate
generation of new skin tissue. The technique can be used to remove portwine stains and spider veins, as well as
tattoos and hair.
The technique requires a tightly
focused beam, as the narrower the
diameter of the burn volumes, the less
extended is the epidermal damage and
thus the side effects. Conventional photothermolysis is done using a laser beam
with a Gaussian lateral profile and thus a

Gaussian focused spot. A group at Philips
Research (Eindhoven, Netherlands) is
experimenting instead with Bessel beams
to increase the depth-to-diameter ratio
of the thermal lesions. Bessel beams,
which have a Bessel-function cross-section, undergo almost no diffraction
over a certain distance, and thus have a
columnar focal volume. (However, even
a Bessel beam will eventually start to
spread—the trick is to design the beam
so that the minimally diffractive length
matches the application.)

16 mm nonspreading path
Monte Carlo simulations were done
along with the experimentation. The simulations produced photon-absorption
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world news
maps at a 10 µm spatial and 10 µs
temporal resolution. A damage-probability threshold of 10% determined the simulation results.

The use of Bessel beams
for photothermolysis
is best for low pulse
energies or short pulse
durations.
Experimentally, light from a 1.5 W
pulsed laser diode operating at a 1435
nm wavelength was passed through an
axicon lens with an angle of 5° away
from being flat—the resulting Bessel
beam was calculated to have a 16 mm
nonspreading path in air. For comparison,
a Gaussian beam was generated using a
lens with an 11 mm focal length, which
a)
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or depth
(µm)

400

Histology lesion diameter
Histology lesion depth
Simulation lesion diameter
Simulation lesion depth
Curve fit simulation lesion diameter
Curve fit simulation lesion depth

lesions per sample. Experiments were
done for both the Gaussian and Bessel
beams.
To analyze the results, the researchers cryosectioned the samples, stained
them with nitro-blue tetrazolium
chloride, and examined them under a
microscope. Results showed that the
Bessel-beam-produced lesions were
generally narrower than those produced
using a Gaussian beam (see figure) at
equivalent pulse energies—this was the
desired result. This indicated that the
use of Bessel beams for photothermolysis is best for low pulse energies or short
pulse durations.
For Bessel-beam pulse energies <20
mJ, the depth-to-diameter ratio increased
as the pulse energy increased. However,
above 20 mJ, the depth-to-diameter ratio
did not increase much further, approaching a value of 1.17. The researchers specb)
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Average experimental Bessel-generated lesion diameter (blue-filled squares) and depth (red-filled
circles) in human skin are plotted for different laser pulse energies (a). Monte Carlo simulations of
lesion diameter (blue hollow squares) and depth (red hollow circles) are also shown. Calculated
depth-to-diameter aspect ratio from histological measurements (filled triangles) and numerical
result measurements (hollow triangles) as a function of laser energy. The same type of results,
both experimental and numerical, are also plotted for Gaussian beams (b).

was calculated to produce a focus with
a Rayleigh range (the axial distance at a
laser focus within which the beam crosssection no more than doubles in area) of
about 50 µm.
Fresh human skin samples from the
abdominal area of donors were used,
with the permission of the donors. The
samples were each about 5 × 10 mm
in area and about 1 mm thick. Eleven
lesions were created for each of five
different laser pulse energy settings (11,
16, 31, 47, and 62 mJ), for a total of 55
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ulate that this was a result of the skin’s
thermal-relaxation response.
In contrast, the depth-to-diameter ratio of the lesions created by the
Gaussian beams was less than 1. The
difference in depth-to-diameter ratio
between the Bessel and Gaussian lesions
was one of lesion narrowness rather than
depth.—John Wallace
REFERENCE
1. C. Mignon, A. H. Rodriguez, J. A. Palero, B.
Varghese, and M. Jurna, Biomed. Opt. Express, 7, 12, 4974–4981 (2016).
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I R SPECT ROSCOPY/CA NCER T H ER A NOST ICS
®

Spectroscopy developments yield molecular pathology
The past two decades have seen vibrational spectroscopy advance to the point
of enabling a new diagnostic approach.
Called molecular pathology, the method
analyzes a whole specimen—including its
entire genome, proteome, and metabolome—rather than simply probing tissue
for the presence of selected biomarkers,
as standard pathology techniques do.
Conventional histopathology involves
visual inspection of stained, biopsied
specimens that are either formalin-fixed
and paraffin-embedded, or else unfixed
and flash-frozen. It uses the pathologist’s
eyes as the detector and relies on “databases” stored in his or her memory to
discriminate and diagnose.
Molecular pathology, meanwhile,
requires minimal sample preparation

1612LFW_17 17

and visualizes the “spectral vector”: a
map of infrared (IR) absorption intensities vs. absorbed radiation wavelength
for all the biochemical components
comprising each subcellular-sized pixel
sampled. The approach is based on the
fact that transition from healthy tissue
to diseased states corresponds not only
to the morphology and tissue architecture changes observed by standard histopathology, but also to a shift in the
tissue’s overall biochemical composition—which is revealed by changes in
IR spectra.

Improved cancer
diagnosis, treatment
Two variants of molecular pathology
are spectral cytopathology (SCP), which

focuses on cells, and spectral histopathology (SHP), whose target is tissue.
Recent studies led by Max Diem at
Northeastern University (Boston, MA)
and Cireca (Cambridge, MA) have demonstrated the efficacy of IR SHP for discriminating between benign and cancerous tissue in lung tumors.
A pilot study, which examined 80
patient samples in tissue microarray
(TMA) format, showed SHP’s ability to
classify the most common types of lung
cancer: small-cell lung carcinoma (SCLC),
squamous-cell carcinomas (SqCCs), and
adenocarcinomas (ADCs).1
A 2015 publication reports follow-up
research involving 449 samples, including tissue biopsied from cancer patients,
plus benign lung-tumor samples and

12/5/16 8:50 AM

world news
lung specimens determined to be cancerfree (see figure).2 This study covered the
original differentiation of the three cancer
types, and also evaluated the ability to
identify necrotic tissue from the three
cancers and to classify ADC subtypes,
SqCC grades, and four classes of nonmalignant lesions. The publication describes
acquisition of IR datasets including thousands of spectra, each collected from
tissue pixels approximately 6 µm on edge.
Together, the pixel spectra produce a
comprehensive reading of the biochemical composition of the entire sampled
area. Subsequent multivariate analysis
of the hyperspectral datasets revealed
biochemical changes not only among
tissue types, but also among various
stages and states of disease. The results
suggest that SHP’s diagnostic accuracy
is comparable to that of multipanel
immunohistochemistry.
Among SHP’s major advantages
is the fact that it can easily integrate
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into the existing pathology workflow.
In addition, the technique is labelfree and nondestructive, requires
minimal sample preparation, and offers
traceability along with high spatial
a)

resolution. The method offers reproducibility, complete objectivity, and
improved accuracy. Thus, it represents a major innovation in medical
diagnostics.
b)

A nonmalignant lung tissue tumor section stained with H&E (a) depends on the pathologist’s
eyes and memory, whereas the corresponding IR spectral image (b), based on the analysis
of spectral similarity only and no input from a pathologist, is quantifiable and can be
analyzed with complete objectivity.
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Going clinical
Now, Cireca is pursuing commercialization of SHP using instrumentation based
on commercial imaging IR spectrometers. While Cireca’s scalable platform
can quantify and compare many tissue
types, the company is focusing its initial
application on the focus of the research
described: advanced identification of lung
cancer types. From every 2-mm-diameter tissue spot, the automated system
collects 100,000 pixel spectra, each of
which includes 450 intensity values.3
Cireca has developed novel methods
and algorithms to extract high-content
diagnostic, prognostic, and predictive
(therapeutic) information that promises
pathologists more accurate insights on

disease pathology and the ability to
develop more personalized, effective
treatments than are currently possible.
The goal is to significantly enhance cancer
diagnosis, staging, prognosis, therapy
selection, and monitoring within existing
pathology workflows.
Cireca is currently seeking collaboration with research centers and institutions
to further advance its technology, and is
also exploring applications in other industries.—Barbara Gefvert
REFERENCES
1. B. Bird et al., Lab. Invest., 92, 1358–1373
(2012).
2. A. Akalin et al., Lab. Invest., 95, 406–421
(2015).
3. X. Mu et al., Analyst, 140, 2449–2464 (2015).
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Meter-class, high-LIDT optics meet
petawatt, ultrafast requirements
Since 1937, Safran Reosc (Saint Pierre
du Perray, France) has been developing
high-performance optical coatings and
optomechanical laser systems to deliver
ultrashort-pulsed (ultrafast) laser beams
for petawatt-power class lasers such as
the APOLLON 10P in France, PETAL, and
the multi-national Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) project.
In addition to broad spectral bandwidth, petawatt-class coatings must
have very high reflectivity across the
entire wavelength range, very low dispersion, and very high damage threshold—1 J/cm2 fluence values with 20
fs pulse duration, for example, are not
uncommon now. Recognizing that the
availability of such large high-power
optics remains the limiting factor for
increasing laser peak power on today’s
lasers, Safran Reosc embarked on a
three-year R&D program to develop the
world’s highest laser-induced damage
threshold (LIDT) broadband femtosecond coating for APOLLON 10P in
Laser Focus World
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close collaboration with the Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée (LOA; Palaiseau, France) and Institut Fresnel (Marseille, France).1
To reach 10 PW peak power with illumination intensity of 1022 W/cm2 and
higher for the APOLLON 10P laser, multilayer dielectric coatings need to withstand energies over a broad spectral
range, as dictated by the chirp-pulse
amplification (CPA) methods that allow
the creation of such ultrashort pulses in
the first place. Acal BFi (Lisses, France) is
now commercializing custom optics and
coatings from Safran Reosc that increase
the spectral bandwidth of petawatt-class
coatings by 50% while maintaining high
reflectivity and high damage-threshold
performance.

Optimizing high-LIDT materials
In the femtosecond regime, damage
mechanisms are driven by electronic processes and not just thermal effects. To
improve the coating performance for
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APOLLON 10P, Safran Reosc engineers studied the LIDT of
electron-beam deposited (EBD) dielectric materials to increase
the laser resistance of broadband high reflective (HR) and low
dispersive stacks.
Because the spectral specifications for petawatt mirrors
cannot be reached by classical high laser-resistant quarter-wave
silicon dioxide/hafnium oxide (SiO2 ∕HfO2) stacks, other oxides
of aluminum, yttrium, scandium, titanium, and tantalum were
explored as possible dielectric materials.
Single-layer (SL) and HR-multilayers for s-polarization (S-HR)
or p-polarization (P-HR) were deposited on fused-silica substrates cleaned with a specific laser procedure and irradiated
by a number of different lasers with different wavelength,
fluence, and pulse shape. Tests on SL samples showed that LIDT
decreases with the increase of the refractive index and linearly
increases with the bandgap.
Theoretical and experimental validation of LIDT vs. electric
field intensity (EFI) of materials in the stack allowed Safran
Reosc to optimize high reflective and low dispersion broadband
designs according to petawatt system requirements, resulting
in a hybrid thin film design called Metal-Multi Layer Dielectric
(MMLD)—a unique coating now being used for beam transport in APOLLON 10P, from folding mirrors to 90° off-axis
focusing parabolas. Over a 200 nm spectral range, at 45° of
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a)
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LIDT vs. pulse duration
for HR-coatings
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LIDT coating dependence vs. laser pulse duration is shown
for Safran Reosc laser coatings. Values range from 70 J/cm2
for 3 ns pulses to 0.6 J/cm2 for 11 fs pulses (a). A 1-m-diameter
interferometer tests large coated laser optics at λ = 633, 820, and
1053 nm; here, the APOLLON 10P beam shifter is shown (b) under
final acceptance tests at 820 nm after MMLD coating. (Image credit:
Safran Reosc)
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incidence in both s- and p-polarization, the coating has a
reflectivity above 99% and a peak-to-peak variation of the
group delay dispersion (GDD) below 100 fs2.
In addition, the coatings have at least 2X better LIDT than
any other vendors for similar bandwidth and are tested even
after the coating is applied using a large-diameter interferometer (see figure).
“At the beginning of my PhD studies—at Safran Reosc, LOA,
and Institut Fresnel—there were no laser coatings available
on the market answering the requirements of APOLLON 10P,”
says Adrien Hervy, Safran Reosc Coating workshop manager.
“Now, we have manufactured, in our 1.7 m coating chamber,
more than 50 large optics with our low-stress MMLD coating,
and we have started to export it.”—Gail Overton
REFERENCE
1. A. Hervy et al., SPIE Opt. Eng., 56, 1, 011001 (2016).
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FutureOptics
OSA INTERVIEWS LEADERS IN PHOTONICS

Optics and photonics move
remotely piloted aircraft forward—
an interview with Michael D. Perry
OSA: What got you interested

in optics?
Michael D. Perry: I was doing thesis re-

search on nuclear physics at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and
a couple of attractive opportunities
came up in the laser fusion program. I
found good folks and interesting projects there, so I switched my research
from nuclear physics to quantum electronics. At Livermore, we built the
Petawatt Laser to study fast ignition
for laser fusion, and it opened a new
regime of high-energy density physics
to study.
When I came to General Atomics 15
years ago, the big problem in increasing the average power from solidstate lasers was extracting waste heat.
We had a couple of completely new
ideas, including a liquid laser. They
were considered crazy at the time,
but DARPA funded us and we built
the High Energy Liquid Laser Area
Defense System (HELLADS), which
has produced the highest average
power from a solid-state laser (see
Fig. 1). It’s now used for target experiments at the White Sands Missile
Range. We’re currently working on
a fourth generation of that technology, reducing laser size and weight,
and improving its beam quality and
electrical power conversion efficiency.
OSA: What other optical systems are

you working on?
MDP: The principal focus of GA-ASI
is the development and production of
Laser Focus World
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remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) systems, along
with electro-optical and infrared systems for
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance.
Our synthetic electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR)
capability is in greatest demand. The EO/IR system on our RPA goes far beyond GoPros—it is
a sophisticated system with capabilities including multispectral imaging and laser designation.
Hyperspectral and wide-field imaging, as well
as lidar, also are growing interests.
RPA is becoming ubiquitous. We build them for
the U.S. Air Force for use on the MQ-9 Reaper
MICHAEL D. PERRY is vice
president of laser and electroas well as for the Royal, Italian, and French Air
optic (LEO) systems for the
Forces,
but they have many civilian uses, too.
Mission Systems business unit
of General Atomics
Newer versions can fly for over 30 hours to colAeronautical Systems, Inc.
lect high-resolution images to aid civilian disaster
(GA-ASI), where he is
relief and emergency services. NASA has flown
responsible for development of
electro-optic, laser, and missile
its Predator B RPA over California wildfires to
defense systems for manned
identify fire fronts and look for new hot spots so
and remotely piloted aircraft
(RPA) systems. He earned his
firefighters can position their resources most effecdoctorate from the University of
tively. The Department of Homeland Security has
California at Berkeley in 1987. He
is a fellow of The Optical Society, a number of them around the country for use in
with more than 30 patents on
emergency situations.
the development and use of
Another example of RPA emergency response
lasers. He is a DOE Nuclear
Science Fellow and was
was in North Dakota a few years ago, where
awarded the Nuclear Weapons
floods were followed by a freeze. An ice dam
Excellence Award.
blocked one of the main rivers in the region, and
emergency responders on the ground couldn’t tell what was going on. Our radar
and optical imagery helped pinpoint how to break up the ice dam and ease the
flooding (see Fig. 2).

The Optical Society celebrates
a century of innovation
Throughout a century of breakthroughs, The Optical Society has brought together
the best minds in optics and photonics to light the future. This series reflects on that
history and looks to what innovations lie ahead. For more information, please visit
http://osa.org/100.
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OSA: How else are these systems being used?
MDP: Foreign governments are looking to use them for border

surveillance and to monitor pipelines and other infrastructure
such as bridges, roadways, and waterways. Finding anomalies
quickly is a big deal. Back in May 2015, an oil pipeline broke
near Santa Barbara, causing a major oil spill. It turned out that
the pipeline had been leaking slowly for five months before it
finally broke. If you had spotted the leak when it was small,
you could have fixed it quite easily, with minimal environmental damage. No RPA could have prevented the Deep Horizons
spill in the Gulf of Mexico, but high-resolution imagery of the
evolving oil slick could have improved containment.
Another type of environmental monitoring is looking at the
spectral signatures of crops or other vegetation for signs of
distress from drought or pest infestations. Flying RPA costs
much less than ground-based monitoring, and are more precise.
Monitoring can identify under- or over-watering, and those are
big deals in the current California drought.
In the Arctic, a hot topic is monitoring ice flow as global
warming breaks up the ice sheet. Ice flow is dynamic. If you’re
shipping through the northern passage that opens in the summer, you have to plot it continually as the ice moves to ensure
that your ship doesn’t get stuck. This is a unique opportunity
for RPA.

FIGURE 1. The HELLADS laser offers a new approach to electrically
powered lasers with sufficiently low size, weight, and power
consumption to enable deployment on a number of tactical platforms,
including unmanned aircraft systems such as GA-ASI’s Avenger.
(Courtesy of GA-ASI)

OSA: How are government regulations affecting autono-

mous vehicles?
MDP: The new FAA rules limit small drones to flying below 500

ft. Our aircraft are large and the real issue for them is flying in
national airspace. Rules have yet to be announced, but it’s clear
that they need a sense-and-avoid capability to fly there. We’ve
developed a radar-based approach, but others are looking at optical technologies. They must cover a large range—our aircraft
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can go up to 50,000 ft. The European countries and Japan also
are looking at regulations for flying RPA in national airspace.
OSA: What about non-imaging optics on UAVs?
MDP: One of interest right now is laser communications. The

big advantage of laser systems is gigabit data rates, compared to
tens of megabits with radio-frequency systems. The challenges
are avoiding interference from the weather and keeping beams
Ice jam
south of bridge

N

pointed to high accuracy to and from the aircraft, but those issues
can be overcome. The technology is very sound and can easily
get to 2 Gbit/s. The European Alphasat includes a laser communications terminal, and we’re working with the Alphasat partners to demonstrate a link between it and our RPA lasercom unit.
Google and Facebook are working on using large RPA like
ours as servers in the sky to hover over rural areas. Mark
Zuckerberg famously said that Africa has a billion potential
Facebook users with no connection to the Internet. He can’t
run a hundred thousand miles of wire, but he can use lasercom
to deliver the Internet from RPA at high capacity.
OSA: What advice do you offer young professionals about

opportunities in optics?
MDP: There are tremendous opportunities in RPA-based optical
systems, and lasers and electro-optics as a whole. We’re desperate for good people. There is a lot of competition between the
aerospace industry and companies like Google and Facebook
that are developing their own optical systems. Anybody fresh
out of school, or with a little experience in optics and lasers, is
in high demand.

6th Ave. NE bridge
east of Thompson

FIGURE 2. The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) feature of GA-ASI’s
Lynx Multi-mode Radar was used to by emergency responders to
pinpoint precise locations of ice jams and ice flows in rivers in North
Dakota’s Red River Valley in 2009. (Courtesy of GA-ASI)
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TECHNOLOGY

REVIEW

Laser Focus World’s top 20
photonics technology picks for 2016
JOHN WALLACE, Senior Editor

This year, two decades of laser, optical, vibration isolation,
and instrumentation development on the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) bore fruit, resulting
in the launch of a new form of experimental science (gravitational astronomy). As a result, this year’s Tech Review Top
20 list concludes with an especially robust selection of science topics from the past year of Laser Focus World. And,
as always, we are featuring our choice technology picks from
this past year’s advances in photonics.

adjustable triplet can be added to correct for wavefront aberrations induced by changes in wavelength. (See “Laser
Optics: Monolithic afocal beam expanders provide flexible capability,” January 2016 issue; http://bit.ly/1SB9XkC.)

3

Practical metamaterial optics. There were several ex-

amples this past year of metamaterial lenses and mirrors
that are well enough developed that they could be used for
real-life applications. A high-efficiency achromatic reflective

Ingenious optics

1

Antireflection nanotextures for laser optics go
commercial. With their potential for very wide band-

widths and simplified manufacturing processes, nanotextured thin-film antireflection (AR) surfaces, which come in
both randomly patterned and periodic-array forms, have
been the subject of much R&D over the years—notably at
TelAztec (Burlington, MA). Now, TelAztec and Edmund
Optics (Barrington, NJ) have partnered to commercially introduce randomly patterned nanotextured AR coatings on
Edmund’s laser optics. Because no dissimilar materials are
used in the fabrication of these coatings, they have no absorption, reducing thermal-lensing problems and raising the
laser-damage threshold. (See “Laser Optics: Antireflection
nanotextures for laser optics go commercial,” September
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2dP2qOt.)

2

Py

W

Monolithic afocal beam expanders. Conventional

laser beam expanders have not changed much in design over the years, as they do what they need to do, and
do it well. However, new approaches are always welcome,
especially when they bring something new to the table. In
the case of a type of beam expander introduced to the market by Asphericon (Jena, Germany), the new characteristic is that the beam expander is actually a set of individual monolithic aspheric beam-expanding elements (meaning
that each element is a thick lens that serves as a Galilean
telescope and thus a complete beam expander) that can be
put together in cascades, and can even be reversed, to create
many different beam-expansion ratios (see Fig. 1). A separate
Laser Focus World
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FIGURE 1. Two monolithic beam expansion systems are shown
with spherical surfaces (top) and with a convex aspheric surface
(center) for an enlargement of M=2. Incoming beam diameter is 10
mm. The wavefront aberrations for the aspheric approach are four
orders of magnitude smaller. Three cascade systems are shown
for beam expansion based on monolithic individual systems
(bottom: 10.5x enlargement (a), 21x enlargement (b), and 9.3x
enlargement (c). System (b) differs from (a) by the addition of an
element with M=2. System (c) differs from (b) by the inversion of
the last element with M=1.5. (Courtesy of Asphericon)
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metasurface developed at Shenzhen
University (Shenzhen, China) and the
University of Birmingham (Birmingham,
England) focuses light at three wavelengths
across the visible spectrum over an incidence-angle range of 10° to 80°; a planar
visible-reflection metalens developed at
Harvard University (Cambridge, MA) and
the University of Waterloo (Waterloo, ON,
Canada) has a numerical aperture (NA)
of 0.8, operates at three wavelengths, and
is meant for use in microscopy; and a low
(0.05) NA monochromatic metalens also

Now, an international
team of researchers has
used a so-called lightfield synthesizer to create
pulses in the visiblelight region only 380
attoseconds long.

produced at Harvard and the University
of Waterloo that produces two high-quality monochromatic images separates light
into its left- and right-circularly polarized
components. (See “These metalenses are
actually practical,” Laser Focus World online [June 24, 2016]; http://bit.ly/2fosxvY.)
Pushing limits with light

4

400 W green-emitting thin disk laser. Via intracavity second-harmonic

generation, a 130-μm-thick, 15-mm-diameter, 10 atomic percent (at. %) ytterbium-doped YAG (Yb:YAG) disk laser provided by Trumpf (Ditzingen, Germany)
was modified by scientists at the Institut
für Strahlwerkzeuge, Universität Stuttgart
(Stuttgart, Germany) to produce 403 W
of light at a 515 nm wavelength with a
beam quality (M2) of <1.35 up to 300 W
of power and 1.9 above 300 W. The disk
was mounted on a diamond heat sink and
diode-pumped at a 969 nm wavelength;
a 15 × 4 × 4 mm lithium triborate (LBO)
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crystal placed in the cavity frequency-doubled the light at a 40.7% efficiency. (See
“Green thin-disk laser emits 400 W CW
in a near-fundamental mode,” January
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/1QH5re0).

5

Frequency-doubled and quadrupled laser diodes produce deepUV light. While laser diodes are normal-

ly limited at their short-wavelength end to
wavelengths only slightly shorter than the
visible range, a group at Toptica (Munich,
Germany) has twice frequency-doubled
the light from external-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) to reach wavelengths below 193 nm by using potassium fluoroboratoberyllate (KBBF) crystals mounted
between prisms to allow the crystals to
reach their phase-matching angle without
total internal reflection. The 193 nm version has a peak power of 15 mW with a
linewidth below 1 MHz and a mode-hopfree frequency tuning range of more than
80 GHz for VUV spectroscopy. Other
uses of such lasers include inspection for
deep-UV semiconductor lithography. (See
“Novel Lasers: Short, shorter, shortest—
Diode lasers in the deep ultraviolet,” June
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2eO7fd7.)

6

Visible light pulses in the attosecond range. Conventionally, the short-

est laser pulses in the visible spectral region used by scientists have been in the
2–3 fs range. Now, researchers at the Max
Planck Institute for Quantum Optics and
Ludwig-Maximilians University (both
in Garching, Germany), Texas A&M
University (College Station, TX), and M.
V. Lomonosov Moscow State University
(Moscow, Russia) have used a so-called
light-field synthesizer to create pulses in the
visible-light region only 380 attoseconds
long. The group is headed by Eleftherios
Goulielmakis, who pioneered high-harmonic-generation attosecond-pulse technology and science. However, the light-field
synthesis approach used here is different
from Goulielmakis’ other methods. (See
“Attosecond Technology: Visible-light pulses are only 380 attoseconds long,” March
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2fB2AKe.)

www.laserfocusworld.com
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Coherent,
attosecond
x-ray pulse
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Going way shorter—to zeptoseconds. Researchers at the University

of California at Irvine and DER-IZEST,
École Polytechnique (Palaiseau, France),
Over-critical
20 fs,
in collaboration with scientists at the
solid target
compressed
pulse
Extreme Light Infrastructure Nuclear
Physics (ELI-NP) facility in Magurele,
20 fs, chirped
Romania, are planning to use a petawatt
laser in combination with a relativistic
t
plasma mirror to compress near-infrared (near-IR) single-cycle laser pulses to
the zeptosecond (zs) regime (see Fig. 2).
Dispersion
To produce pulses in the zs range, topcompensation
mirrors
hat-profile 15 J single-cycle near-IR puls2.5 fs, compressed
es will meet a laser-driven plasma mirror
Compression Relativistic
Tight
created and propelled toward the pulse at
of plasma
critical
focusing
surface
relativistic speeds. Applications will include efficient laser ion accelerators, onFIGURE 2. To create pulses in the zeptosecond regime, two stages of compression are required.
chip tera-electron-volt particle acceleraFirst, thin-film compression relies on the interplay between the spectral broadening produced by
tors, and even light materialization in a
self-phase modulation (SPM) and the group velocity dispersion (GVD) necessary to stretch the
vacuum, where the zeptosecond pulse acpulse in a large-aperture film. The linearly frequency-chirped pulse with increased spectral content
compared to the initial pulse can be compressed using dispersive elements such as chirped mirrors. tually breaks the bonds between “virtual”
elementary particles to create real ones.
The second stage of compression requires delivery of the single-cycle pulse with appropriate tight
focusing to apply a relativistic intensity field to a solid target plasma to up-convert to an x-ray pulse.
(See “High-energy Lasers: Extreme light
Sub-millimeter
thin film
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in zeptoseconds,” April 2016 issue; http://
bit.ly/2fFUMHw.)

Imaging with weak inputs

8

CMOS camera with 1000X higher
dynamic range. The complementary

electronic and optical pixel manipulation in both the space and time/frequency domain to form “agile” pixels that
act on selected regions of the image to
observe unseen high-contrast features,
which results in a dynamic range of 82
dB—with upcoming modifications to

metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) imaging camera is under continb) TE
ual improvement, allowing it a)
to handle some imaging tasks
that were the exclusive domain
of the charge-coupled-device
1 μm
(CCD) camera. Now, researchers at University College Cork
TM
(Cork, Ireland) have created
a CMOS camera that has a
three-orders-of-magnitude
(or factor of 1000) improve1 μm
ment in dynamic range when
FIGURE 3. Designed using, in order, an “objective first” and
compared to a conventional
an adjoint optimization method, a polarization splitter for
CMOS camera—they call it 1550 nm light is made from silicon and embedded in silicon
a coded-access optical sensor dioxide (a). Simulated electromagnetic fields are shown
CMOS (CAOS-CMOS) cam- for incident light that is horizontally (TE) and vertically (TM)
era. The new camera uses polarized (b). (Courtesy of Stanford University)

further improve this figure. (See “CMOS
Cameras: CAOS-CMOS camera has
1000X better dynamic range,” August
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2emJYjV.)

9

Always-on gesture-recognition
camera. For remote battery and/or

solar-powered imaging applications related to Internet of Things (IoT), security,
and other uses, cameras that are capable of
very low-power operation are important—
especially desirable would be cameras (and
associated electronics) that “wake up” and
operate only when needed. A group at the
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia
Tech; Atlanta, GA) not only achieves these
goals, but does this smartly with a camera
that tracks motion in a low-level, generalized (non-pixel-by-pixel) way that still
preserves crucial details about what was
being tracked. For example, to wake the
camera, a person could simply write a “Z”
in the air. (See “Low-power gesture-recognition camera is always on,” Laser Focus
World online [August 16, 2016]; http://
bit.ly/2gKhlxh.)

New approaches to old problems

10
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Algorithmically designed integrated photonics devices.

Engineers designing a component for any
kind of system, whether it be optical, mechanical, electronic, or a combination of
these, have traditionally approached this
task in the same way: 1) come up with a
concept based on smarts and experience;
2) refine the concept through calculations,
discussions, and so on; 3) test; and 4) possibly repeat one or more of these steps.
However, modern iterative, genetic, and
artificial intelligence (AI) computer algorithms provide an alternate approach:
present the parameters and let the algorithm find the solution. This approach
now works stunningly well for integrated
photonics, as demonstrated by researchers
at Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA) and
other groups. The results, however, can
look a bit bizarre (see Fig. 3). (See “Silicon
Photonics: Design approach to integrated
photonics explores entire space of fabricable devices,” March 2016 issue; http://
bit.ly/2fGf0PE.)

www.laserfocusworld.com
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11

Radiation-pressure measurement of beam power.

Measuring the power of high-power laser beams traditionally gets more difficult as the beam power gets higher, for
the simple reason that the beam, which is often intended for
materials processing, becomes capable at high-enough power
of processing the material of the beam-characterization device.
But what if there were approaches that actually became easier as the beam power grew? Scientech (Boulder, CO) has unveiled a laser power meter that takes such an approach. Based
on the measurement of radiation pressure produced as the
beam bounces off a mirror, the instrument has been tested at a
500 kW incident beam power, and could, with the right mirror, go much higher. The method is practical for beam powers
of 10 kW and up. (See “Beam Characterization: Laser power
meter measures 500 kW using radiation pressure,” September
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2fFYDXf.)

12

Terahertz-rate data over optical fiber. Because of wa-

ter-vapor absorption, wireless communications in air using terahertz radiation is relatively short-range. But mixing terahertz and optical radiation in nonlinear crystals allows the
signal to be carried long-range—for example, over optical fiber. However, the frequency sidebands produced can interfere
with one another and clutter the signal. Researchers at Radboud
University (Nijmegen, Netherlands) have now come up with an
optical single-sideband (OSSB) modulator that eliminates this
problem. Uses will include transmitting ultra-high-definition and
virtual-reality images. (See “Optical single-sideband modulator
allows terahertz-rate data transmission over optical fiber,” Laser
Focus World online [October 5, 2016]; http://bit.ly/2eO5blc.)

The twin Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
detectors, located in Livingston, LA,
and Hanford, WA, directly detected
gravitational waves for the first time.
Photonics and science

13

The incredible LIGO laser/optical system. Along with

the rest of the world, Laser Focus World announced that
the twin Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
(LIGO) detectors, located in Livingston, LA, and Hanford,
WA, directly detected gravitational waves for the first time (see
Fig. 4). The results allowed us humans to accurately characterize a black-hole merger that happened 1.3 billion years ago.
But the true story is the extensive R&D that made the discovery possible. The optical system and laser for the LIGO interferometer themselves are the culmination of a remarkable design process that resulted in some very finely honed hardware.
For example, the LIGO mirrors are heated by the main laser
Laser Focus World
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and thus deform—to counteract this, light
from a carbon dioxide (CO2) laser is distributed precisely across the mirrors to
cancel out the thermal deformation. (See
“CO2 laser precisely counter-heats LIGO
main mirror,” April 2016 issue; http://bit.
ly/2emKzCb.)
Strain (10-21)
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FIGURE 4. LIGO detects a blackhole merger. Data from the two Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave
Observatory (LIGO) detectors in Livingston,
Louisiana, and Hanford, Washington (tan,
light blue) are overlaid on the theoretical
predictions (red, dark blue). The signals at
both detectors show an upward sweep in
frequency from 35 to 250 Hz.

14

Yes, plasma mirrors exist. For

those whose curiosity was piqued
by the mention of laser-produced plasma mirrors potentially used for the production of zeptosecond-scale laser pulses,
laser-produced plasma mirrors have already been produced (although not traveling at the relativistic speeds needed for
zeptosecond pulse creation). Researchers
at Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf
(Germany) have used oppositely propagating laser pulses to generate a transient
plasma photonic crystal (TPPC) consisting of arrays of periodic microplasma

32
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sheets—in effect, a plasma thin-film mirror or filter. According to the researchers,
for femtosecond to picosecond pulse durations, the TPPC structures can handle
fluence values more than 100,000 times
larger than conventional laser-damage
thresholds on the order of 10 J/cm2. (See
“Transient plasma mirror/filter manipulates high-energy laser pulses,” September
2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2eWyCPM.)
Fast photonic neural networks.

Will photonics help enable the
upcoming vision of a highly automated, Internet- and robot-served society
based on AI? Without a doubt it will, as
evidenced by a prototype of an all-optical neural network developed at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT: Cambridge, MA) and Twitter
(also in Cambridge) that is potentially
100 times faster than electronic versions.
While a neural network must ultimately
do both linear and nonlinear operations
to be fully capable, the prototype did its
linear operations optically (using a network of waveguide-based Mach-Zehnder
interferometers) and its nonlinear operations via software. Future versions will
use nonlinear optical devices so that all
computations will happen via light alone.
(See “Integrated Optics: All-optical neural network can be 100 times faster than
electronic versions,” November 2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2fkV47D.)

16

Optical amplification for telescopes. All of optics has to

contend with the diffraction limit.
Astronomy is not excluded: for any optical telescope, approaching the diffraction limit—often, for ground-based
telescopes, by using adaptive optics—
is the ideal. However, according to researchers at the University of Cambridge
(Cambridge, England) and the TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology (Haifa,
Israel), the diffraction limit applies only
to independent photons—with sets of
coherent or entangled photons, the limit can be smaller. They propose a telescope based on stimulated emission, in
which excited atoms are placed within

the telescope. Stimulated-photon bursts
only above a certain size would need to
be used, which would reduce sensitivity, necessitating longer exposure times.
The researchers even fly the idea of imaging exoplanet surfaces. (See “Optical
amplification for large astronomical telescopes could overcome the diffraction
limit,” Laser Focus World online [July
6, 2016]; http://bit.ly/2emOCyf.)
Photonics molds the human body

17

Reattaching nerves with lasers.

One of the more-challenging tasks
in the biomedical arena, and one that’s
generating huge amounts of research, is
the transplant or reattachment of human
hands, limbs, faces, and so on so that the
recipient regains at least some nerve regeneration, which leads to recovery of
the ability to sense via feel. The same
challenge exists for less-major injuries in
which a nerve is severed. While nerves
can naturally regenerate, what’s needed
is a more deterministic method to reattach nerves. A group at the University of
Alberta (Edmonton, AB, Canada) is now
using a near-IR femtosecond laser to perform “hemifusion” of healthy soma (the
main nerve cell body) and axons (the extensions from the cell body that connect
to other soma, dendrites, or axons). The
pulses produce cross-linking that forms
the needed strong, shared phospholipid
bilayer. (See “Femtosecond lasers weld
neurons back together,” April 2016 issue; http://bit.ly/2fGfOnE.)

18

Investigating heart cells via
micromanipulation. The study

of heart-muscle cells called cardiomyocytes, including its mechanical functioning, is important to the understanding of
cardiovascular disease. Optical microscopes containing mechanical manipulators can be used to test myocytes’ auxotonic contractions (myocyte shortening)
and isometric forces (which don’t involve
physical shortening)—the finer the capability to manipulate, the more knowledge
is gained. The MyoStretcher system from
IonOptix (Westwood, MA) allows highly
sensitive force and motion measurements

www.laserfocusworld.com
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down to the cellular level, allowing single
myocytes to be picked up, moved around
for best viewing, and electrically stimulated. Two x-y-z micromanipulators from
Siskiyou (Grants Pass, OR) provide the
motion capabilities. (See “Cell Biology/
Cardiology: Ultra-stable micromanipulators enable nanoscale force measurement,” September 2016 issue; http://bit.
ly/2fFZpRX.)

19

Noninvasive refractive surgery.

20

Superresolution microscopy
sees to 5 nm. Superresolution

microscopy has revolutionized biomedical microscopy, allowing scientists to
image biological structures at resolutions far below the diffraction limit.
This year, researchers from Harvard
University (Cambridge, MA) have
pushed the limits of this technology,
developing what they call discrete molecular imaging (DMI), which allows
DNA features positioned only 5 nm
from each other in a densely packed,
single molecular structure to be dis-

Laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis
(LASIK) refractive eye surgery has allowed
millions to discard
their eyeglasses (or
at least switch from
trifocals to bifocals). However, in
5 nm
LASIK, before laser-assisted corneal shaping, the out5 nm
er eye covering has
to be cut and peeled
back to allow access—an obviously
invasive procedure.
5 nm
An alternative developed by scientists
5 nm
at the University
of Rochester and
Clerio Vision (both FIGURE 5. Discrete molecular imaging (DMI) technology visualizes
in Rochester, NY) densely packed individual targets that are just 5 nm apart from each
is based on using a other in DNA origami structures (left). The image on the top right
femtosecond laser to shows a DMI-generated superresolution image of a clear pattern of
individual signals. In the image on the bottom right, three different
induce refractive-intarget species within the same origami structure have been visualized
dex change (LIRIC) using Exchange-PAINT-enhanced DMI method. (Credit: Wyss Institute
within the cornea at Harvard University)
entirely noninvasively. Surprisingly,
the procedure also works on contact lens- criminated (see Fig. 5). The technique
es and the intraocular lenses (IOLs) that is based on short DNA strands that resurgeons use to replace the clouded lens peatedly bind and unbind, creating easremoved during cataract surgery. After ily discerned blinking at a rate that is
finding the needed correction, a compen- unique to each chosen short strand. DMI
sating optical profile, which can have an complements current structural bioloarbitrary shape, is written into the cor- gy methods like x-ray crystallography
nea via LIRIC. Human trials (on blind and cryo-electron microscopy, say the
participants at first) are planned. (See researchers. (See “Method pushes su“Ophthalmology/Femtosecond Lasers: per-resolution microscopy to distinguish
LIRIC—Next-generation refractive la- individual features in single molecules,”
ser surgery,” November 2016 issue; http:// BioOptics World online (July 6, 2016);
bit.ly/2gacNMX.)
http://bit.ly/2eG4tTJ.)
Laser Focus World
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OPTICS

TEST

&

MEASUREMENT

Leveraging geometrical and
physical optics in effective-focallength measurement
PATRICK J. REARDON

Although optical engineers typically
insist that interferometers and more
complex instrumentation is needed
to characterize an optical component,
simpler geometrical and physical optics
methods can often produce the desired
measurement result.
At UAH-CAO, we are often asked to
measure the performance of optical
systems and components. Oftentimes,
these requests are to provide an unbiased measurement of a commercial
or custom optic, including throughput, image quality, aberrations, and
even the basic paraxial properties.
And although interferometry can
provide very accurate measurements
of the transmitted wavefront quality
of an optical system, there are times
when broad spectral measurements
are required or the parameter desired is more basic and fundamental
to the optic, such as the effective focal length (EFL).
As a university with both undergraduate and graduate degrees in optics, it is
instructive to show students how their
academic training can be practical in
the real world. To illustrate, we present
two different approaches for measuring
the EFL of a lens system. The first is a
classic geometrical optics-based metrology technique—the T-bar nodal slide
test. The second approach is physical
Laser Focus World
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optics-based, using diffraction from a simple binary grating.

Geometrical optics:
the nodal slide
First, a clarification is
in order. In addition to
measuring the imaging
quality of a lens over its field of view,
the T-bar nodal slide test can be used
to measure the most basic paraxial parameter of an optical system—the EFL.
However, the recent explosion in pan-

definition (or purpose) of the T-bar nodal slide discussed here. Instead, the position of the entrance pupil of the optic
is unimportant, other than it being well
within the test beam limits.
The T-bar nodal slide test requires
two components: a collimator and the
T-bar nodal slide (see Fig. 1). A collimator is simply an optical system with
positive power, negligible aberration,
and a radiant source at its front focal plane, making the target appear to
be infinitely far away. The collimator
can be reflective or refractive or, like

a)
Concave
spherical mirror

Tilted partially reflecting
transmission flat

Schmidt
corrector

Back-illuminated target

oramic imaging systems
has ushered in a new meaning for the “nodal slide.”
For panoramic imaging, the rotations of the
camera between images
should be made about the
entrance pupil of the camera to eliminate any parallax, as this creates problems
for the panoramic stitching software. This is not the
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b)
T-bar

EFL
scale

LUT
Microscope
imager

FIGURE 1. The UAH-CAO collimator (a) and
T-bar nodal slide (b) are pictured.
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the collimator at UAH-CAO, catadiop- points, like principal points and focal
tric. The collimated object can be a point points, are fundamental locations in an
source or an illuminated 2D transmissive optical system. For a lens in air, the nodal
target, and the source can be narrow or points and the principal points are identibroadband, encompassing lasers, LEDs, cal. Simplifying to thin lenses and paraxor thermal sources that can be spectrally ial optics, a positive power lens of zero
filtered. Thus, the T-bar nodal slide test thickness will bring incident collimated
can measure the performance of an op- light, propagating nominally in the +z ditic over the same spectral band at which rection, to focus on the rear focal plane,
it will be used.
which is pierced by the optical axis at the
Operating the T-bar nodal slide re- rear focal point. The front focal plane and
quires positioning the rear nodal point point are similarly defined, but by tracing
of the lens under
test (LUT) over the
~509 mm
~311 mm
rotation axis of the
T-bar nodal slide.
~100 mm
This will, in a wellbuilt system, result
in the EFL of the
EFL = 820 mm
lens being accurate- y
ly determined.
z
But first, a brief x
foray into paraxial FIGURE 2. A telephoto lens with its focal plane (at right) and rear
optics. The nodal nodal point (red dot at left) are shown.
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the incident collimated light traveling in
the -z direction.
The EFL of this thin lens is given as the
distance from the lens vertex to the back
focal point, and as it is positive in z, it is a
positive-powered lens. For the thin lens in
air, the front and rear nodal and principal
points are located at the lens. Specifically,
it is from them that the EFL is measured,
not the location of the thin lens.
Given a thick lens in air, or a lens system
consisting of several optical elements, the
importance of the nodal points becomes
more evident. For example, a telephoto
lens system can have a long EFL (820 mm),
but in a relatively short overall length with
a back focal point only 311 mm from the
last element surface (see Fig. 2).
Since the rear nodal point is 820 mm
from the rear focal point, then by definition, it must be located 820–311 = 509
mm to the left of the last surface. Since
the lenses are only separated by approximately 100 mm, this means the rear nodal point is about 400 mm to the left of the
first lens of the system. As a result, we see
that the nodal points can be located nearly anywhere. But regardless of where they
are located, it is from this point that the
rear focal point, and therefore the rear focal plane, is defined.
With a well-corrected or paraxial lens,
the image for all fields of view falls on
a flat plane—the paraxial image plane.
Conversely, if a single collimated beam
was incident on the lens, then—regardless of the tip or tilt of the lens—the image would always fall on the paraxial image plane. If the lens is rotated about the
nodal point, the image will change in z as
measured from the nodal point because
the image surface is flat, but the image
does not laterally translate (see Fig. 3).
This is the basis of the T-bar nodal slide.
At UAH, we use an EFL = 4.267 m,
406-mm-diameter Fecker Schmidt collimator. The target, attached to the primary mirror mount, holds one of many
back-illuminated targets or a single-mode
fiber coupled to a laser to provide a point
source. The source light propagates to a
partially reflecting optical flat that sends
the light back to the spherical primary
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O P T I C S T E S T & M E A S U R E M E N T continued

mirror, where it is collimated. The light now passes through
the partially reflecting flat, but since the mirror is spherical, the
light is spherically aberrated. Finally, the light passes through
a Schmidt corrector plate that corrects the spherical aberration, presenting the optic with a well-corrected and collimated target beam.
Operating at about f/10.5, the limiting spatial resolution at
the target is approximately 1/(10.5λ), or at λ = 550 nm, around
170 cy/mm, corresponding to an angular resolution of about
740 cy/mrad.
The LUT is mounted to the David Mann T-bar nodal slide.
It has a microscope viewer with four different powered objectives—the result is one of the first demonstrations of an automatically self-correcting adaptive LSM. The T-bar, which is
mounted to the LUT via a focus-adjusting stage, sets the image
plane at which the microscope objectives sit. At its simplest, it
is set by adjusting the microscope viewer to show the sharpest image to the operator. Alternatively, the eyepiece can be replaced by a system that computes modulation transfer function
(MTF) or Strehl ratio.
Once the focus is set, placing the T-bar at the proper location, the LUT/T-bar system is rotated as the image is monitored through the microscopic viewer. If the rear nodal point
of the LUT is not over the rotation point, the image moves as
the LUT is rotated. If the nodal point is too close to the microscopic viewer, the image moves the opposite direction as the
rear of the LUT.
If the nodal point is closer to the collimated source, the image moves the same direction as the rear of the LUT. This assists the user in adjusting the LUT position with respect to the
rotation axis to quickly find the position for no image motion.
As the focus is set and now the rear nodal point is properly positioned, the EFL can be read off a scale that indicates distance
from the nodal point (which is the distance from the rotation
axis). On the system at UAH, the scale has markings at 0.01
mm resolution.
a)

b)

Lens

Lens

Lens
Lens

FIGURE 3. A lens is rotated about an arbitrary point at its left end (a),
and about its rear nodal point [red dot] (b). The black axes are aligned
to the collimated input beam and fixed to the rotation point. The flat
image plane, solid green, and its relation to the lens is noted by the
dashed green line that forms the “T.”
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As an example, a commercial 35 mm
film camera lens with a nominal focal
length of 200 mm was measured for a
project that required precise knowledge
of the EFL. The lens was adjustable to
achieve focus from infinity to approximately 2 m. The adjustment did not just
move the lenses as a group with respect
to the sensor plane, but also moved lenses
with respect to each other as with a zoom
lens. It was therefore expected that the
EFL would change with focus adjustment.
Indeed, the infinity-focused EFL was 3%
short of the catalog value, and when set
to close focus, the EFL was nearly 10%
shorter than the catalog value. Providing
the customer EFL data for a range of focus positions enabled them to set the EFL
to a specific value of their choice to within better than 1% error.
Positive and negative lenses
The preceding discussions have assumed
that the LUT was a positive-powered lens.
Testing a negative-powered lens requires a
known-positive-powered lens and a mount

Testing a negativepowered lens requires a
known-positive-powered
lens and a mount that will
hold the two elements, but
also allows for a variable
separation between the
elements.
that will hold the two elements, but also
allows for a variable separation between
the elements. The focal length of two separated lenses can be calculated using the
following familiar equation:
1
1 t
= 1 + 1 – 1
EFLSys EFL+ EFL – EFL+ EFL –
Here, t is the air space between the
rear and front nodal points of the front
and rear lens, respectively. However, although the T-bar nodal slide uses the position of the nodal points to measure the
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lens focal length, the precise position of
the nodal point in the previously measured positive lens is not readily marked,
and it is certainly not known for the negative-powered lens.
For a single measurement of the assembled positive and negative lenses, t and
EFL - are both unknowns. If the separation is changed and a second system EFL
measurement is taken, then solving both
configurations for t yields:
t1 = EFL+ EFL –
t2 = EFL+ EFL –

1
( EFL
1
( EFL

+

1 – 1
EFL – EFLSys1

)

+

1 – 1
EFL – EFLSys2

)

+

+

When combined, you can solve for EFL- as:
∆t = t1 – t2 = EFL+ EFL –
EFL – =

1

( EFL

–
Sys2

1
EFLSys1

)

EFLSys1 EFLSys2 ∆t
EFL+ (EFLSys1 – EFLSys2)

Thus, the power of the negative lens can
be computed knowing the focal length of
the positive lens, the change in separation
between the positive and the negative power LUT, and the system EFL measured in
the two cases.
It should be apparent that the T-bar
nodal slide test can be performed at many
narrow spectral bands, such as the F, d,
and C wavelengths (486.13 nm, 587.56
nm, and 656.27 nm, respectively). In this
way, the Abbe number of a singlet of unknown material can be determined. And
if the radii and thickness are known, the
refractive index can be determined; in fact,
this process was used at UAH-CAO to determine which glass types were used in a
cemented doublet after the doublet was
separated into individual elements.
Physical optics: a
diffraction grating
A second method for testing the EFL
of a lens system still requires a collimator, but the nodal slide is replaced with
a low-spatial-frequency multi-order diffraction grating. The grating is a binary
amplitude linear Ronchi grating of period Λp—a series of clear and opaque
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lines of equal width Λp/2—on a transmission flat with negligible transmitted
wavefront error.
From basic Fourier optics, one finds
that a normally incident collimated beam
of wavelength λ will diffract into a fan of
collimated beams at the following angles,
where m is the diffracted order:
θGm = asin(mλ/∆p )
For this 50% duty cycle amplitude grating, m can be any positive or negative odd
integer or zero, and the percent energy
in these beams ranges from 25% for m
= 0 (undiffracted) to about 10% for the
first orders, 1% for the third, to just under 0.1% for the 11th orders. Even with a
low-power HeNe laser, the diffracted orders are easily seen by eye out to the 19th
order (see Fig. 4).
The grating should be placed in the
collimated beam in front of the LUT to
illuminate the lens with precisely angularly separated plane waves. Since the
incident light is still plane waves, it will
come to focus in the LUT focal plane
and the focal length can be determined
by observing this array of spots. The
image height, h, given an incident collimated beam of light at angle θ, is calculated as follows:

h = EFL tan(θ)
And now, with θGm = θ, solving for the
EFL yields:

EFL =

hm√Λp2 – (mλ)2
mλ

At UAH-CAO, an interferometer operating at 632.82 nm was used as the collimator. The grating had a period of 0.254
mm (100 lp/in.), so the first-order diffracted angles are 2.49 mrad or 0.143 degrees,
which for this system were sufficiently
small to have negligible distortion.
Depending on the LUT, the spot separations can be measured by placing a
detector array in the focal plane, recording the spot images, and computing their
separation based on the pixel separation. One system tested produced pointspread functions (PSFs) too small to reliably determine the location of the spot
Laser Focus World
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FIGURE 4. A parabolic off-axis collimator
(upper right) illuminates a positive power lens
with a Ronchi amplitude grating (behind lens).
The array of focused spots is visible on the
white screen (left) in front of the microscope
objective.

centroids, so a microscope objective was
attached to the detector to magnify the
spots. This magnified detector assembly was translated on a precision linear
stage to physically move each spot into
the same location on the detector array
to read spot separation off the translation stage. This removed the need to
know the exact magnification of the microscope objective.
Since the LUT is already in front of an
interferometer, the aberrations of the system can also be quantified. Therefore, if
field-dependent aberrations arise, the EFL
can be computed based on either the centroids of the PSFs or the location of the
chief ray. As a result, the performance of
an optic relative to its designed behavior
can be directly compared.
Depending on the availability of equipment, these two methods can be used for
in-lab EFL verification. The more appropriate choice will be guided not only by
the available equipment, but also by the
requirements of the system, such as the
tolerances and the spectral band.
Patrick J. Reardon is assistant professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
and associate director of the Center for
Applied Optics at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAH-CAO), Huntsville, AL; e-mail:
patrick.reardon@uah.edu; www.uah.edu/cao.
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Galvo scanners reach
megahertz-scale range repetition
rates for laser micromachining
HOLGER SCHLÜTER, BEAT JAEGGI, BEAT NEUENSCHWANDER, and MARKUS ZIMMERMANN

Maximizing ablation efficiency and
choosing the correct peak fluence
enable both high throughput and a
high-quality laser-machining process.
The availability of ultrashort-pulse
(USP; also known as ultrafast) lasers,
which offer very precise machining
capabilities, has resulted in expanded capabilities for laser micromachining. However, when optimizing
high-throughput and high-quality laser-machining processes for use with
USP lasers, new factors must be considered. First of all, the ablation efficiency—meaning the specific removal rate in terms of cubic millimeters
per minute and watt—has to be maximized. In particular, to achieve good
surface quality, the peak fluence has
to be chosen correctly.

so-called pitch—that
is somewhere in the
range of one-half to one
spot radius, or in other words, a pulse overlap of on the order of 75%. For a given pitch p and a spot radius w 0, the
overlap o is:

vscan = ƒrep . 2 . w0 . (1–0)

The operation range in terms of pulse
repetition rates for currently available
USP laser systems is in the single-digit
megahertz range. As a result, very high
scan speeds are required to preserve
the optimum pulse overlap. Figure 1
shows the calculated scanning speeds
for a spot radius w0 = 6 μm and repetition rates up to frep = 10 MHz.

Test setup and first results
The laser system used is a model Fuego
from Lumentum
(formerly Time- vscan /m/s
Scan speed for w0 = 6 µm
Bandwidth Products; 50
Milpitas, CA) that
generates 10 ps puls- 40
50%
es. The light emitted
Speed limit
overlap
galvo scanner
from the laser pass- 30
in this experiment
es through a λ/4

Increasing pulse energy
and spot size
The naive approach for increasing the
ablation rate in terms of volume per
time would be to simply increase the
average power. However, to preserve
the highest machining quality, the average power has to be increased together with the laser pulse repetition rate or the ablation area to
FIGURE 1.
preserve the laser peak fluence at
Galvanometer-scanner
the optimum point. In addition, a
speed limits are shown
good machining quality requires
for various scenarios.
a pulse-to-pulse distance—the
Laser Focus World
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waveplate that generates circular polarization and is then guided via four
mirrors to the scanner aperture. A
beam expander is installed in front of
the scanner.
The experiments were performed at
the 532 nm second-harmonic-generation (SHG) wavelength using a focusing objective with a focal length
of 100 mm, resulting in a spot radius
w0 of 6.2 μm and a beam quality M 2
of better than 1.1. (Both of these values were measured with a scanning-slit
beam profiler.)
For testing the accuracy of the
new scanner system, a polished silicon wafer was used as sample material. The scale-up of the ablation process is performed on polished stainless
steel 1.4301 (or, in the U.S., AISI 304)
having a threshold fluence of 0.064
J/cm2 , resulting in an optimum laser
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a)

b)

10 µm
1

10 µm

FIGURE 2. An array of holes (a) is generated with a scanner speed of 6 m/s and a repetition
rate frep of 285 kHz, resulting in a pulse spacing of 21 µm; the lowest line is a reference pattern
with a pulse spacing of 21 µm and a maximum deviation of <1 µm. Another array of holes (b)
is generated with a scanner speed of 25 m/s and a repetition rate frep of 2 MHz, producing a
pulse spacing of 12.5 µm (25 µm in the reference line). The intelliSCANse scan system with
digital encoder technology (top) was used to create these arrays.
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peak fluence of 0.47 J/cm2. The ablation
experiments were performed at this laser peak fluence.
The galvo scan system used in the
experiments was SCANLAB’s intelliSCANse 10. In a closed-loop digital proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control architecture, the mirror positions
of the two galvanometer motors for the
two scanning axes are controlled using
the position information provided by optical digital encoders based on the company’s patented skew-error (SE) technology. The use of digital encoders allows
for better linearity of the position angle
scale, which is essential for the uniformity of the distribution of laser pulses
along the scanning path.
Unlike common angular position encoders relying on a disk scale attached
to the end of the axis of the galvanometer scanner, the SE encoder is equipped
with a small mirror that deflects a light
beam. While the scanner axis is rotating,
the light beam is scanned over a stationary scale. Benefiting from the low inertia and high signal quality enabled by
this encoder design, the galvanometer
scanners maintain dynamic performance
and precision even at very high scanning
speeds beyond the usual range of speeds
accessible with galvanometer technology.
Typically, the parameters for the
closed-loop PID position control have
to be tuned to the desired dynamics of a
galvanometer scanner. To avoid unstable
behavior of the closed-loop PID position
control, a tradeoff is made between dynamics (bandwidth) and maximum speed
for the operation of the scanner.
To enable the experiments reported
here, a special tuning was developed
that allows for highest speed, releasing
the galvanometer speed limit at the expense of tolerance on input of improper position trajectories. The trajectories for the control algorithm need to
be planned carefully, avoiding accelerations beyond the dynamics of the system. Because the PID controller has a
finite bandwidth, the scanner system
is not free from tracking errors, which
might limit the overall precision of the
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scanner system in the application. The performance must
be measured experimentally. The trajectories were planned
using the Reflexxes Motion Libraries online motion-generation software by Reflexxes (Hamdorf, Germany).
To evaluate the accuracy of the scanner system at high speeds,
a reference pattern of holes is shot with the scanner at standstill.
In Fig. 2, this pattern is visible as the lowest line on the picture.
A scan speed of 6 m/s and a repetition rate of 285 kHz yielded a pulse spacing of 21 µm (see Fig. 2a). There is no visible
deviation of the position of the holes from the holes in the
reference line. In Fig. 2b, the scan speed was increased to 25
m/s and the repetition rate was set to 2.1 MHz. The resulting pulse spacing is 12.5 µm, and there is a maximum deviation of the position of the holes from the holes in the reference line of 5 µm visible.
These results show that a scan speed of 25 m/s with high
accuracy can be achieved, allowing the operation of the laser
in the megahertz regime.

Increasing the repetition rate
Figure 3 shows the surface and a 3D structure of a shark-skin
pattern that was generated at a repetition rate of 2 MHz and a
scan speed of 6 m/s. Increasing throughput means increasing
the average power to get a higher ablation rate. Just increasing

average power by the use of higher pulse energies leads to a
bad surface quality, especially for stainless steel. Therefore,
the optimum laser peak fluence is maintained by increasing
the average power jointly with the laser pulse repetition rate.
The experiment was performed using unidirectional and
bidirectional scan modes. The achieved specific removal rate
(the removed material per time and average power) is not influenced by the used scan mode. The surface quality is still
good for the highest-used laser repetition rate of 8.2 MHz.
Only a small increase of melting “worms” and droplets can
be observed, and there are no differences between the two
scan modes. These results lead to the conclusion that the
ablation process using the mentioned setup and parameters
can be scaled up to the megahertz regime without any negative influence.
New scan control algorithms
While the methods applied in the experiments show a dramatic increase in productivity as compared to standard galvo-scanner-based systems, to some extent the benefit arrives
at the expense of flexibility. Only rectangular processing areas have been realized up to now—for different geometries
to be processed, the parameters have to be carefully tuned to
achieve satisfying accuracy, and complex programming limits
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FIGURE 3. A shark-skin structure (top) was created using the
following parameters: Pav 0.57 W, frep 2 MHz, and vscan 6 m/s (532 nm
wavelength, w0 = 6.2 µm). Scanning-electron-microscope (SEM)
images (bottom) show the surface quality of structures machined
in the unidirectional mode: SE2 detector 2 MHz (a-c) and 4.1 MHz
and 8.2 MHz (d-f). The in-lens detector showed 2 MHz, 4.1 MHz,
and 8.2 MHz.
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the usability. Furthermore, the required
forerun length to stabilize the scanner
speed limits the duty cycle, especially for
short lines (small structures).

algorithm is optimized to access the full
acceleration potential of the galvo scanning axes at any scanning speed, enabling
much faster settling times for the stabili-

Marking with galvo scanners can be optimized in
relation to the machining time by choosing the proper
scan velocity for a given marking distance.
To address these shortcomings, further experiments are planned in which
an excelliSCAN scan head equipped with
the SCANahead control platform will
be used. This technology relies on a zero-tracking-error control algorithm implemented directly in the scanner-control electronics.
Within a 1 ms preview time window,
the positioning commands received by
the scanner controls are automatically
preprocessed and executed without the
effects of a tracking error. The control

zation of scanner speed and, as a result,
higher throughput. The built-in automatic control functions and revised precise
position feedback at high speed will allow the programming of more-complex
processing tasks, such as nonrectangular
shapes and smaller structures.
Using infrared light rather than a
532 nm wavelength will enlarge the spot
size and thus the ablation area. Therefore,
machining with higher average power
will result in full use of the power provided by today’s USP lasers. Marking with

galvo scanners can be optimized in relation to the machining time by choosing
the proper scan velocity for a given marking distance. Together with this optimum
scan velocity, a maximum duty cycle is
observed, which is 50% for bidirectional scanning. The forerun length needed
to stabilize the scanner speed limits the
duty cycle, so using a new control algorithm that deals with this problem will
result in higher throughput. Other strategies to overcome this limitation, such
as distributing the laser pulses to multiple galvo heads, must be kept in mind
as well.
Holger Schlüter is at SCANLAB,
Puchheim, Germany, while Beat Jaeggi,
Beat Neuenschwander, and Markus
Zimmermann are at the Bern University of
Applied Sciences, Burgdorf, Switzerland;
e-mail: beat.jaeggi@bfh.ch; www.bfh.ch/en.
Tell us what you think about this article. Send an
e-mail to LFWFeedback@pennwell.com.
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Advanced light microscopy enables
rapid mapping of brain structure
and function in high resolution
BIANCA MIGLIORI, MALIKA S. DATTA, and RAJU TOMER

Researchers are increasingly finding
light-sheet microscopy (LSM) effective
for rapid volumetric imaging of fixed
and living specimens. Two recent
developments, COLM and SPED, are
facilitating significant advances in
neuroscience by enabling brain-wide
mapping of structure and function, and
their interrelationships.
Light-sheet microscopy (LSM) is emerging as a highly effective method for rapid volumetric imaging of both fixed and
small living samples. While the concept
of LSM was introduced more than a
century ago,1 the technique has emerged
as an important imaging modality only
during the past two decades2 facilitated
by parallel advances in lasers, detectors,

computer hardware, and
genetic labeling methods.
At this point, LSM
has already enabled such
unique experimentation
capabilities as the capture of cellular dynamics
in developing embryos;
mapping of the structure
of entire intact, chemically cleared organs;
and revelation of functional dynamics in the brains and nervous systems
of small, transparent model organisms.
Let’s take a look at two recent advances in LSM—CLARITY-optimized
light-sheet microscopy (COLM) and
spherical aberrations-assisted extended depth-of-field (SPED)—that
are facilitating significant advances

FIGURE 1. (a) The ultramicroscope, an early light-sheet
microscopy (LSM) instrument, collected sunlight using a lens
(F1; ~10 mm focal length) that focused on a horizontal bilateral slit
to reduce the vertical dimension to 0.2–0.02 mm. An optional
polarizer (P) allows for polarization, while the iris (J) ensures
removal of side-reflected light from slit S. A chisel-shaped
diaphragm (B) is used to adjust the dimension of horizontally
focused light, which is passed through a lens (F2) and a
condenser to generate a thin sheet of light. An orthogonally
arranged in-focus wide-field detector allows visualization of
the illuminated plane. (b) LSM achieves optical sectioning by
confining illumination to a plane of interest, whereas confocal
and two-photon microscopies are point-scanning methods
using pinhole and nonlinear absorption processes, respectively.
(Partially adapted from H. Siedentopf et al.1)
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in neuroscience research by enabling
unbiased brain-wide mapping of structure and function and their interrelationships, which is one of the primary
goals of such recent high-profile strategies as the U.S. Brain Research through
Advancing Imaging Neurotechnologies
(BRAIN) Initiative. Then, we’ll briefly
discuss future challenges in the field.
LSM basics
The premise of LSM involves illumination of a sample from the side with
a thin sheet of light, and detection of
emitted signal with an orthogonally
arranged wide-field imaging system
(see Fig. 1). The optical sectioning is
achieved by the confinement of illumination to the imaging plane of interest.
This configuration provides two main

a) Detection optics
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advantages: Minimal energy load, resulting in low photobleaching and phototoxicity; and high imaging speeds, owing to
the simultaneous detection of the entire illuminated optical plane by fast sCMOS or
CCD cameras. Meanwhile, LSM images
more than two orders of magnitude faster than other standard microscopy techniques, such as confocal and two-photon
microscopy—and at greater depths than
confocal with comparable optical parameters (see table). Three-dimensional (3D)
image volumes can be acquired either by
moving the sample through the fixed optics step-wise, or by synchronously scanning the aligned light-sheet and detection

objective through the stationary sample.
These low-energy-load and high-speed
capabilities make LSM ideally suited for long-term imaging of live samples. Indeed, LSM has been successfully
used to capture the embryonic developmental dynamics of small transparent
model organisms such as zebrafish, C.
elegans, and Drosophila larvae; for capturing the high-resolution details of subcellular processes; and for brain-wide
mapping of neuronal activities in small
model organisms. However, steep challenges have remained in achieving rapid, high-resolution imaging of entire intact organs such as mouse brains, and in

Comparison of LSM, confocal, and two-photon microscopy
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volumetric imaging of sufficient speed to
capture millisecond-scale neuronal activities across entire vertebrate nervous systems. Now, COLM has arrived to solve
the first of these challenges, while SPED
addresses the second.3,4

COLM: Fast, high-res for
large, intact systems
Advances in tissue clearing are providing
unprecedented access to large intact organs, including brains and nervous systems. Among the highly effective methods to have emerged over the last decade
are Scale, CLARITY, SeeDB, CUBIC,
iDISCO, and uDISCO.5 Most of these involve a cocktail of chemicals to dissolve
and remove membrane lipids (the main
culprits of light scattering) and an optical
smoothening step (by incubating in a specific refractive index [RI]-matching liquid).
For example, tissue clearing with
CLARITY starts with the perfusion of a
tissue sample by a cocktail of acrylamide,
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bisacrylamide, formaldehyde, and a
thermal polymerization initiator. This
is followed by a thermally initiated (by
incubating at 37°C) polymerization reaction, which results in a highly crosslinked meshwork of hydrogel fibers and
amine-containing biomolecules. Lipid
membranes are then removed either by
passive thermal clearing in a buffered
SDS solution at 37°C3 or by an active
electrophoretic process6 —the result is
an intact, highly transparent tissue-hydrogel hybrid. Combining these clearing
methods with innovative genetics and
viral vectors-based labeling approaches
is providing unparalleled access to the
structure, molecular, and functional architecture of intact tissues.
These advances also present unique
challenges for rapid, deep, and high-resolution imaging of organs such as rodent
brains. LSM is ideally suited for such demanding applications because of high
imaging speed and low photobleaching.

Indeed, earlier attempts, including ultramicroscopy developed by Dodt and
colleagues,7 successfully demonstrated
imaging of labeled transparent organs,
albeit at low resolution and quality. To
address these limitations, we developed
and implemented the COLM strategy, op-

Advances in tissue
clearing are providing
unprecedented access
to large intact organs,
including brains and
nervous systems.
timized for high-quality imaging across
entire intact samples. The COLM technique enabled—for the first time—rapid, high-resolution imaging of entire, intact mouse brains and nervous systems
(see Figs. 2 and 3).

A COLM system includes at least three
major innovations that are absolutely
necessary for high-resolution imaging
across a sample. First, an optically homogeneous sample-mounting framework
minimizes optical aberrations, especially across the sample depth (see Fig. 2). A
clarified intact organ is mounted in a cuvette made of specific transparent material with matching RI. The cuvette is then
attached to a xyz-theta stage by a set of
adapters (see Fig. 2b) inside the sample
chamber, which is filled with a matching RI liquid. This mounting strategy
mitigates the effect of changes in RIs in
the detection paths, and also allows the
use of appropriate immersion objectives
for detection (e.g., CLARITY-optimized
long working-distance objectives).
Second, we implemented a synchronized detection-illumination procedure,
and demonstrated, for the first time, its
utility in achieving higher imaging quality and depth by reducing the out-of-focus
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background (see Fig. 2c). We did this by
synchronizing the line-by-line detection
of sCMOS camera chips with fast, pencil-beam scanning of the sample to generate a virtual light sheet.
Third, we developed a novel, adaptive parameter-correction procedure to
adjust for misalignments (of the lightsheet and detection focal plane) introduced by significant optical variances
across the sample. The method involves quick calibration to automatically estimate the alignment parameters
at defined imaging positions distributed
sparsely across the sample (see Fig. 2d).
Linear interpolations of the alignment
parameters in all three dimensions facilitate high-quality imaging throughout the sample. The result is one of the
Illumination
filter wheel
Collimator

a)

first demonstrations of an automatically self-correcting adaptive LSM.
These optimizations laid out the principles for rapid, high-resolution imaging of clarified organs. We successfully used COLM to capture, for the first
time, high-resolution maps of entire intact mouse brains and nervous systems,
and also human brain samples (see Fig. 3).
This approach is compatible with other
tissue clearing methods as well, and has
enabled an entirely new class of experimentations for a fundamental understanding of brain architecture.8

SPED breaks a speed barrier
Many live-imaging experiments, including calcium imaging of neuronal activity,
require very high-speed capture of entire
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FIGURE 2. (a) A schematic of a COLM microscope’s layout, which does not depict an
additional opposite detection arm for imaging the sample from two opposite sides, as
demonstrated in whole-brain imaging movies8 and design in patent application #PCT/
US2015/032951. (b) An optically homogeneous sample-mounting system accommodates
large, intact specimens; (c) COLM synchronizes line-by-line illumination and detection to
produce a virtual slit effect for achieving deeper, high-quality imaging; and (d) a critical
requirement for high-quality depth imaging is to ensure the alignment of the light-sheet and
detection objective focal planes across the sample. (Adapted from R. Tomer et al.3)
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3D volumes. Light-sheet microscopy, owing to simultaneous wide-field detection of
the illuminated planes, enables high planar
imaging speeds, especially in comparison
to confocal and two-photon microscopy.
Typically, 3D image volumes are acquired by moving the sample stage stepwise along the z-axes (depth), or by synchronously moving the aligned light-sheet
and detection objectives through the
stationary specimen. Both of these approaches are fundamentally limiting because of the significant masses that must
be moved at high frequency. In contrast,
other methods such as light field microscopy (LFM)9 and multi-focus microscopy10 achieve high speeds by acquiring the
entire 3D volume in a single image— although at some cost of resolution and
sample-size constraints, and requirements
for complex volumetric deconvolution.
To address these limitations, we developed SPED light-sheet microscopy (see
Figs. 4 and 5) by combining the optical
sectioning of LSM with extended depthof-field of the detection objective.
A crucial property of LSM is that the
final optical point spread function (PSF)
is the result of the intersection of the
light sheet and the detection objective
PSF (see Fig. 4a). The lateral resolution is
thus determined by the detection objective’s numerical aperture (NA), whereas the axial resolution derives from the
thickness of the illumination light sheet.
Therefore, by axially elongating the detection PSF while keeping the lateral extent constant, it becomes possible to acquire an entire 3D volume at very high
speed and resolution by rapidly scanning the light sheet alone, and bypassing the need for a piezo motor to move
the sample or the objective.
Building on the mechanisms that commonly produce undesirable spherical aberrations, we demonstrated this principle
by developing a scalable, novel method
to obtain elongated PSF. By interposing
a transparent block of high-RI material
between the objective and sample, tuning of PSF elongation became a matter of
manipulating easy-to-understand physical parameters.
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By eliminating the need to move any
physical object (apart from galvo scanners, which can achieve several-kilohertz
frequency), SPED allows volumetric imaging at speeds limited only by camera
acquisition rates. Thus, its performance
will improve along with advances in detector technologies. We demonstrated
FIGURE 3. (a) COLM can produce datasets
such as a volume rendering in high-speed
and high-resolution of the intact cleared
nervous system of a Thy1-eYFP transgenic
mouse in 2-3 hours, as opposed to weeks
with confocal or two-photon microscopy with
similar sampling parameters. (b) An optical
section through a mouse brain neocortex
demonstrates the resolution that can
achieved for a whole, intact brain. The arrow
marks the clearly identifiable dendritic spines.
(c) COLM produced this volume rendering
of a dataset acquired from a piece of white
matter from human brain; a neurofilament
antibody was used for visualizing the
structures. (Adapted from patent application
#PCT/US2015/032951)

the system through many proof-of-principle experiments in biology applications,

a)

including very high-speed imaging of
neuronal activity across entire nervous
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FIGURE 5. (a) A depth color-coded maximum intensity projection
(top) and volume rendering (bottom) depict a SPED imaging dataset
acquired from a zebrafish larva expressing nuclear localized GCaMP. (b)
A 1-mm-deep SPED image shows a clarified Thy1-eYFP mouse brain.4

FIGURE 4. (a) SPED combines the optical sectioning of lightsheet microscopy with extended-depth-of-field (i.e., PSF elongation
axially, while maintaining the lateral extent). (b) A ray-tracing example
demonstrates use of a RI change to elongate PSF. (c) SPEDelongated PSF of four different objectives covering a range of
specifications: For each objective, the top is native PSF measured
in air, and the bottom is elongated PSF.4 (d) Volume rendering from
a high-speed live volumetric imaging dataset of a zebrafish larva
expressing calcium indicator GCaMP, which acts as a reporter
for neuronal activity. For demonstration purposes, approximate
elongated PSF images were separately overlaid on the volume
rendering. (Adapted from R. Tomer et al.4)

systems, and subcellular resolution imaging of large, intact
clarified brains.

The future starts here
COLM enables rapid high-resolution imaging of intact transparent mouse brains and nervous systems, while SPED has proven
able to perform long-term, high-speed, and high-resolution live
imaging of cellular and functional dynamics in embryos and
brains. Coupled with advances in labeling methods for specific
cell types, these methods are facilitating unbiased mapping of
the molecular, structural and functional architectures of brains.
Further advances in optical methods may include integration
with super-resolution microscopy approaches (such as stimulated emission depletion [STED] microscopy) and improvements in imaging procedures and real-time data processing
for yet higher-speed imaging. However, progress in imaging
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methods requires corresponding advances in data analysis
and storage. Indeed, commercially successful, scalable platforms such as Spark and Hadoop are useful frameworks for
enabling “big data” processing. Similarly, cloud services such
as Amazon Web Services (AWS) are democratizing access to
scalable storage and computing infrastructures. Adoption of
these technologies in biological sciences research will facilitate development of scalable data-analysis tools able to extract
knowledge from samples.
Altogether, these are exciting times for bioscience research.
Methods such as those described here are really just the beginning for understanding vastly complex biological systems
such as brains.
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CONTROL

Improve yield and quality by
monitoring particle contamination
during optics manufacturing
JOHN DAVIS

Particle monitoring enables data-driven
decisions to meet increasing yield and
device performance levels required
as smaller optical device structures,
shorter wavelengths, and higher laser
power densities are employed.
Similar to the way the semiconductor
industry has evolved over the past few
decades—with wafer processing being performed in ever-cleaner conditions—advanced optics manufacturing
is now requiring much cleaner processing environments than were necessary
in the past.
Product quality can be compromised
through component exposure to particulate contamination. Smaller device
structures, use of shorter wavelengths,
and higher laser power densities are
all factors that make advanced components more susceptible to damage
from particle contamination. The first
steps toward cleaner process environments are understanding what impact
particle contamination can have on production yields and determining the origin of the particle contamination.
Effects on production yields
The optics market encompasses many
segments traditionally concerned with
particle contamination to different levels. At one end is semiconductor lithography, where particle contamination
Laser Focus World
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has been a concern for
many decades. Particles
on masks and reticles can
cause yield defects directly on the end products by
blocking the laser beam
used to pattern a semiconductor wafer.
More recently, laser optics and assemblies for display systems, machining,
and medical applications have caused
concern about particle contamination as
the laser power densities have increased
and wavelengths decreased. Particles
below or in thin-film optical coatings
can affect adhesion and significantly reduce the achievable laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT). Particles on laser
optical assemblies can cause premature
laser failure (see table).
Significant yield reductions can be
caused by particles as small as 60 nm,
depending on the optical applications.
The active layer in a solid-state laser bar
is 80–150 nm thick. A particle this size
below or in the active layer can destroy
the device and impact performance on
adjacent devices. This adjacent loss is

frequently caused by film stresses in the
grown layers caused by the particle.
Particles as small as 200 nm on laser
optic substrates can cause defects of 2.3
µm in a standard 1064-nm-wavelength,
high-reflector coating.1 Defects of this
size can significantly reduce the achievable LIDT.2 Customer feedback indicates that a good rule of thumb is that
any particle the size of a quarter-wave
layer thickness will negatively impact
thin-film coating performance. In a 532
nm wavelength coating, the thickness
value can be between 60 and 100 nm,
depending on the coating material.
Particle monitoring steps
Particle control methods in laser optics
manufacturing vary depending on the
manufacturing process step, but mainly fall into three categories: ultrasonic liquid cleaning lines, cleanroom or
clean hood systems, and tool maintenance. After grinding and polishing,
a laser lens must be cleaned of all residual particles before it can be coated
with an antireflection (AR), high-reflection (HR), or filter coating. Typically,

Examples of particle effects on laser optical assemblies
Application
Semiconductor lithography

Particle size

Effect

Cleanliness level

>20 nm

Die rejection

ISO 1

Laser bar growth

80–150 nm

Yield loss

ISO 3

Thin-film optical coating

60–200 nm

Reduced LIDT

ISO 5
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a computer-controlled array of ultrasonic baths is used, which consist of overflowing liquid baths that are re-circulated through a filtration system to maintain
cleanliness levels.
Even though a filtration system is used,
it is important to monitor the particle levels in these ultrasonic baths to confirm
system performance, and allow data-driven decisions regarding cleaning process
optimization and outgoing part cleanliness. Particles can be monitored by either sampling the fluid from the ultrasonic bath with a sampling particle counter
or by continuously measuring them in the
re-circulation system with an inline particle counting solution (see Fig. 1).

This allows for part cleanliness consistency to be maintained.3
Once cleanliness of parts has been established, parts are typically dried. This
should be done with filtered, clean dry
air (CDA) or nitrogen—avoid drying stations with heating elements or fans. Both
of these devices tend to create and shed
particles that will deposit on any newly
cleaned parts.
After a cleaning line, it is important to
minimize particles from getting on the
product surfaces during storage, fixturing,
coating, assembly, and inspection process
steps. In general, this is controlled by executing these steps in a cleanroom environment or, at a minimum, a clean bench
environment. Even
in a cleanroom enReturn
Sample location for:
vironment, there are
• Syringe sampler
many particle sourc• Compression sampler
es that can contam• Pump sampler
inate the product—
the greatest particle
generators being
people. Humangenerated particles are minimized
with cleanroom
clothing, gloves,
and protocols, but
particles cannot be
Filter
eliminated.
To inline
Air particle monparticle counter
itoring along the
Pump
manufacturing proFIGURE 1. In an overflowing ultrasonic tank, particle samplers and
cess steps will quancounters should be placed in monitoring locations.
tify how clean and
controlled the manMonitoring the ultrasonic baths over a ufacturing environment is. Particle confew weeks should provide enough data to tamination excursions, either continuous
establish statistical process control alarm or periodic, can be localized to support
levels to support data-driven decisions rapid elimination, thereby improving the
about the cleaning process (see Fig. 2). overall quality consistency of the manufacAn alarm at the high end is created to turing environment and reducing particle
inform when parts put into the clean- contamination on manufactured products.
ing bath shed too many particles and
Multiple options exist for monitoring
should be re-cleaned for another cycle airborne particles in the manufacturing
before moving forward in the manufac- environment, including portable solutions
turing process. An alarm is also set to that can be used for periodic monitoring
indicate that the ultrasonic bath has re- at various locations and troubleshooting
covered in cleanliness before introduc- as particle excursion events are realized.
ing the next batch of parts for cleaning. This solution is typically the first step in
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particle monitoring for companies new
to this quality control method. More advanced particle monitoring is done with
small, permanently mounted solutions,
which provide continuous monitoring using a variety of particle counters in critical
manufacturing areas (see Fig. 3).
Since the laser optics industry does not
have a standardized size or shape of substrate, almost all fixturing before optical
coating is done manually. This direct human contact exposes the parts to particles
that can deposit on the substrate surface
prior to coating. As we have noted, even
small particles on a substrate surface can
create large defects after coating.
To minimize particle exposure during
fixturing, ensure that workers are wearing low-particle gloves and other low-particle cleanroom garments. The effectiveness of these controls in addition to the
fixturing methods can be confirmed by
monitoring for particles with an aerosol
particle counter as close to the fixturing
location of the parts as possible.
Particle ejection from coating material buildup in thin-film coating systems
is a typical particle source to affect yield.
Yield impact can be minimized by periodic cleaning of the deposition chamber. Particle monitoring between maintenance cycles can provide data about how
dirty the deposition chamber is over time.
Applicable data can be collected by using a
particle monitor probe to scan around the
deposition chamber, determining where
the highest particle-generating surfaces
are. This data can then be used to optimize
Particle concentration
10000

Clean parts again

1000
100
10
1

Ready to clean parts
14:00:00 15:00:00 16:00:00 17:00:00

Time
FIGURE 2. The typical particle count data from
an ultrasonic cleaning bath with alarms set at
two levels helps establish statistical process
control alarm levels that support data-driven
decisions about the cleaning process.
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FIGURE 3. Advanced particle monitoring can be performed with small, permanently mounted solutions that provide continuous monitoring
using a variety of particle counters during, in this case, typical laser optics production steps.

maintenance cycles and procedures, or improve the system design of shields and liners to minimize particle generation.
After coating, most laser optics then proceed to inspection
and assembly. Particle monitoring and control is required in
these areas to minimize particles in bonded layers or on surfaces. These particles cause scattering points, degrading beam
quality and, in a worst-case scenario, causing premature laser
failures in the field.
Comprehending particle monitoring’s importance
To understand the importance of monitoring and controlling
particle contamination, consider this example of an inspection
station within an ISO class 5 cleanroom during a typical production day (see Fig. 4). There are no particles being measured
in the off-production hours when no one is in the cleanroom.
As soon as the production shift arrives, the particle levels increase—and this continues to the end of the shift. The data also
indicate a number of very high spikes in particle levels during
the day. By correlating this data to activities in the cleanroom,
it was possible to track down the source of these particles and
mitigate the situation.
In this case, the monitoring point was located at an optical
inspection station that included a high-power fiber light. The
high particle counts correlated directly to times when the fiber
lights were turned on. When the light’s cooling fan turned on, it
ejected a large number of particles. After cleaning and replacement of the fans on the fiber lights, the high particle spikes disappeared and proParticles per cubic foot >0.5 µm
duction parts were
exposed to much
100
Single-day
lower levels of par80 data
ticle contamination
60
during this inspec40
tion step.
20
Particle monitoring provides the in0
12:00:00 6:00:00 12:00:00 6:00:00 12:00:00 formation necessary
AM
AM
PM
PM
AM
to make data-drivFIGURE 4. To understand the importance
en decisions for opof monitoring and controlling particle
timizing and maincontamination, consider this display of
taining advanced
particle levels at an inspection station within
quality control in
an ISO Class 5 cleanroom during a typical
optics manufacproduction day. By correlating this data to
turing. The more
activities in the cleanroom, it was possible to
thoroughly undertrack down the source of the particles and
stood the particle
mitigate the situation.
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contamination sources are, the more effectively they can be reduced and controlled, minimizing product exposure to potential performance-degrading contamination in the process. This
is the first step in improving manufacturing processes to meet
the increasing yield and device performance levels required as
smaller device structures, shorter wavelengths, and higher laser power densities are employed within the industry.
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Piezoconcept
Lyon, France
www.piezoconcept.com

Sapphire
windows
Sapphire fiber laser
windows for 1064 nm
cutting lasers have Moh
9 hardness with antireflective coatings on both
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sides, for transmission

Infrared sensors

of >99.5% at 1.06 µm

Hertzstück lead sulfide infrared (IR) sensors can be

and >90% between 650

directly wire-bonded to printed circuit boards as bare

and 670 nm. They have

chips. A thin-film encapsulation process allows auto-

a 10-5 scratch-dig finish,

mated placement and precise alignment in less space.

provide 1/4-wave transmitted wavefront, and are

The sensors have a spectral range up to 2.9 µm, and

available at sizes from 1/2 to 2 in.

are available in 3 × 3, 6 × 6, and 10 × 10 mm sizes.

Laser Research Optics

TrinamiX

Providence, RI

Ludwigshafen, Germany

www.laserresearchoptics.net

www.hertzstueck.de
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VCSELs

High-speed digital camera
The Phantom Miro N-Series digital highspeed cameras have a head measuring
32 × 32 × 29 mm. The camera head
detaches from the body and can be
mounted most places. It can withstand

an easy and safe exchange of fibers.
Adapters are available in SMA and FC
configurations with and without mounting. All are compatible with the company’s beam-handling systems.
OWIS
Staufen, Germany
www.owis.eu

Galvanometer

impacts up to 150G. At full resolution
(768 × 600), it delivers 560 frames/s
and more than 9000 frames/s at lower
resolutions.
Vision Research
Wayne, NJ
www.phantomhighspeed.com

Fluorescence app
The SearchLight App for iPhone and
iPad is a free online spectral plotting and
analysis tool that allows fluorescence
microscope users and optical instrument
designers to model and evaluate the
spectral performance of fluorophores,
filter sets, light sources, and detectors.
Its interface allows the user to manipulate spectral component specifications
and plot spectral results.
Semrock
Rochester, NY
https://searchlight.semrock.com

Fiber adapters
Fiber chucks and adapters are now part
of OWIS’ standard product range and
available from stock. With a standard
diameter of 6.35 mm, the chucks allow

Laser Focus World
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The SP-30 flexure-based
galvanometer with capacitive position sensing has
a square design for applications such as smallscan-angle, high-duty
cycle raster imaging, and
printing. Cross-axis flexures replace ball bearings
to remove errors from
rumble and lubrication. It
is designed for large mirrors, with an aperture of 20 to 50 mm.
Nutfield Technology
Hudson, NH
www.nutfieldtech.com

CMOS sensors
The Emerald CMOS image sensors have
a small true global shutter pixel of 2.8
µm. They improve dark signal nonuniformity by 10X, allowing good hightemperature performance, as well as
long exposures in low-light applications
such as microscopes or outdoor cameras. They are available in 8, 12, and 16
Mpixel formats.
e2v
Chelmsford, Essex, England
www.e2v.com/imaging

Diamond-turned optics
Diamond-turned optics are available
for a wide range of precision applications. Equipment with three-axis turning can generate spherical, aspherical,
cylindrical, acylindrical, off-axis parabolic, hyperbolic, conical, toroidal, and
lens array surface figures with superior
accuracy. The optics can be manufactured from a wide range of metal and

www.laserfocusworld.com

3D Imaging and proximity
Applications
Highest Efficiency(>63%)
Shipping millions/month
For all types of illumination- 3D,
Virtual and Augmented Reality,
Automotive illumination and LIDAR
“Illuminators for Google Tango”

New: High Brightness automotive
illuminators for at 808nm
Our VCSEL Key Differentiators:
• Highest power at 808nm for
automotive applications (kW from a
single chip)
• Highest reliability with new
process- MTTF of >100 years@70 0C
• Supply with diffusers and line
generators
• Highest volume supplier- 6” waferdelivering millions of VCSEL
arrays/month for proximity and 3D
Imaging
VCSEL with
diffuser to
change the
divergence
angle to –a
max of110x110
deg

New- proximity
sensing VCSEL
array175x175u size,
with and
without wire
bond need
Applications:
• IR Illumination- automotive for cars
and trucks
• Proximity Sensing
• Automotive LIDAR (point and Flash
LIDARs)
• 3D Imaging Illumination sourceStructured Light, Time of Flight, etc
• Sensor applications, single mode
devices (mW to 100W single mode)
• Frequency doubled blue and green
lasers

www.princetonoptronics.com
sales@princetonoptronics.com
(609) 584-9696 ext. 107
December 2016
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New products
workstation features a glove box with
a clear, polymeric top that has ports for
a single pair of elastomeric gloves, with
the ability to add accessories and attach-

infrared substrates at sizes to 350 mm
in diameter.
Rocky Mountain Instrument
Lafayette, CO
http://rmico.com

Photodiode
The S10993-05GT is a silicon PIN photodiode for the visible to near-infrared
range, with spectral response from 380
to 1100 nm. The small and thin leadless
package allows a small mounting area
on a printed circuit board. It is designed
for short-range detection for advanced
driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles.
Hamamatsu
Bridgewater, NJ
www.hamamatsu.com

Green laser
The DS-527-35 single-mode Nd:YLF

green laser produces 35 mJ at 1 KHz
and 60 W at 3 KHz with a beam quality
(TEM00) of M2 <1.2. Repetition rate is
single shot to 10 KHz. The pulse energy
is scalable to 70 mJ with a dual-head
configuration for velocimetry, amplifier
pumping, and lidar.
Photonics Industries
Ronkonkoma, NY
www.photonix.com

Gas isolation workstation
The Posi-Dome I-Box gas isolation
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environments. Its amorphous silicon
uncooled microbolometer detector has
a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels with 17
µm pitch and thermal sensitivity of 55
mK. Standard temperature ranges are
-20°–120°C, 50°–400°C, 300°–1200°C,
and 1000°–2000°C.
Xenics
Leuven, Belgium
www.xenics.com

Photomultiplier readout

ment options if needed. The chamber
can provide a controlled atmosphere
with gases maintained at a fraction of
a percent down to a few hundred parts
per million, depending on the purge and
operating protocols used.
Banthrax Corporation
Dayton, OH
www.banthrax.com/drybox

Ray-tracing software
RayViz, an add-in to the Solidworks
CAD package, allows design engineers
to apply and save optical properties,
and trace and visualize rays. It lets users
verify geometry and check for vignetting and crosstalk and for stray light
issues by visualizing rays traced through
optical components. A complete optical model can be exported for use
in TracePro.
Lambda Research Corporation
Littleton, MA
www.lambdares.com

LWIR camera
The Serval-640-GigE ruggedized
uncooled longwave infrared (LWIR)
camera is designed for thermography
and thermal imaging in harsh industrial

The IDEAS IDE3380 is a general-purpose integrated circuit (IC) for the readout of silicon photomultipliers used in
medical imaging, life sciences, industrial
scanning, and rangefinding. It can also
read out photomultiplier tubes. A related
development kit contains the IC on a
test board and a readout system that
connects to a standard PC via Ethernet.
Integrated Detector Electronics
Oslo, Norway
www.ideas.no

Lens protectors
Fiber Shield windows are designed to
shield optical components in laser beam

delivery systems from debris, fumes,
and other pollutants. The fused-silica
windows have clear apertures for maximum absorption and reflection, and a
coating to protect against dross, oils,
and particulates. They are available in
diameters from 0.47 to 2.17 in.
Mate Precision Tooling
Anoka, MN
www.matelaser.com

Translation stages
The XR-Series cross-roller bearing, aluminum-bodied translation stages include
both rear- and side-actuated 1-in. travel
www.laserfocusworld.com
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New products
stages, and all components needed to have left- or righthanded X, XY, XZ, YZ, and XYZ configurations. A dovetail feature is incorporated into the design for stacking and custom
mounting options, and a 2-in. travel option is available.
Thorlabs
Newton, NJ
www.thorlabs.com

Light-show lasers
Genesis Taipan HD series lightshow and entertainment lasers
all offer TEM00 beam characteristics, and are available with
powers between 2 and 5 W
at 460, 480, 488, 532, 577,
and 590 nm. They provide
the smallest achievable projected spot size, and their smooth
Gaussian beam profile enables white displays with minimum
color fringing.
Coherent
Santa Clara, CA
www.coherent.com

ductor inspection, and fluorescence microscopy. The system
features high-numerical-aperture lenses with an exceptionally
large exit pupil.
Qioptiq
Feldkirchen, Germany
www.qioptiq.com

Galvo scanner controller
The Nmark GCL controls the company’s AGV series scanners
with long-term thermal stability and micron-level tracking
accuracy. It uses advanced interpolation electronics to provide
up to 26 bits of effective
resolution. Onboard realtime 2D calibration ensures
accurate beam placement
over the entire field of
view. External clock input
allows synchronization
with mode-locked lasers.
Aerotech
Pittsburgh, PA
www.aerotech.com

Optical circulators
Optical circulators feature polarization independence, polarization-maintaining fiber, and power up to 1 W. They are available with three or four ports.
Opto-Link Corporation
Hong Kong
www.optolinkcorp.com

Precision in
Motion

EUV photodetector

Microscope lens
The 1.73x Tube Lens is designed for the company’s mag.x
system 125 to handle sensors with a 35 mm camera format.
It allows submicron imaging in inspection and measurement
applications such as dimensional measurement, semiconLaser Focus World
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precise ñ fast ñ reliable
individual piezoelectric solutions

Vecteezy.com

The SXUV20C low-noise,
extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
photodetector features a
20 mm2 circular active area
for easy alignment to the
laser. It has responsivity in the
1–200 nm wavelength region.
It is housed in a standard TO-8 package and designed to be
stable over long periods of time when exposed to high-intensity EUV energy.
Opto Diode
Camarillo, CA
www.optodiode.com

www.piezosystem.com

Come & see us at Photonics West, 1/28-2/2, Booth 4755
December 2016
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New products
Motor

Aspheric lenses

UV radiometer

TECHSPEC precision aspheric lenses
focus light while they eliminate spherical
aberration from divergent light sources,
such as focusing the output of laser
diodes. They are RoHS-compliant and
have low f-numbers to optimize light
gathering. They are available uncoated
or with coatings for visible and nearinfrared wavelengths.
Edmund Optics
Barrington, NJ
www.edmundoptics.com

The X1-1-RCH-116-4 UV and bluelight LED curing radiometer is able to
maintain stability in high temperature
and intense
UV flood and
spot-curing
environments.
The remotecontrolled,
4-channel
meter has autoranging from
0.1 pA to 200
uA or manual
range selection, and covers from
350 to 465 nm.
Gigahertz-Optik
Newburyport, MA
www.gigahertz-optik.de

The LVCM-022-013-01 miniature linear
voice coil motor features a force-toweight ratio of 4.0 N, continuous force,

and 12.7 N peak force in a 22.2 × 12.7
mm package. The motor has zero cogging, stroke length of 6.4 mm, and
repeatability to <1 μm when operated
in a closed loop as a DC servo motor.
Moticont
Van Nuys, CA
www.moticont.com

Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase
IntelliTune™ Precision Temperature Control

FC100 a 100mm Fiber Collimator

Our TC LAB Series is available up to 10A with 15V compliance
and stability of 0.0009°C. These intuitive touchscreen
instruments are ideal
for bench top or
rack mount research.
They ensure
maximum safety
and offer remote
USB or Ethernet
control. IntelliTune™
automatically
responds to
changes in setpoint
or tuning goals, optimizing PID control.

A large 100mm aperture Fiber Collimator is introduced for
free space communications, lidar or metrology applications.
It has
adjustable
focus with
lockdown
and a second
lockdown for
vibrations. A
broadband
AR coating
from 1000nm
to 1700nm has
low reflectivity at 1550nm. Design gives 1/10 wave over 50%
level at 1550nm and throughout the coating range. Other
wavelength ranges are also available. A mount is available
for mounting the FC100 to optical tables, stages and tripods.

When your research matters, contact us.

51 Evergreen Drive, Bozeman, MT 59715
406-587-4910
sales@teamWavelength.com
www.teamWavelength.com
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Business Resource Center
Holographic Gratings

Optics / Coatings Manufacturing

Holographic Gratings
Laser tuning • Telecommunication
Pulse compression/stretching
Monochromators • Spectroscopy
• High efficiency • Extremely low stray light
• Straight grooves with uniform profile, plane
and concave/convex
• Standard sizes 8 × 15 - 120 × 140 mm
• Custom made gratings according to spec’s

SPECTROGON
Sweden: sales.se@spectrogon.com
Tel +46 86382800
USA: sales.us@spectrogon.com
Tel +1 9733311191
UK: sales.uk@spectrogon.com
Tel +44 1592770000

Lattice Electro
Optics, Inc.
1324 E. Valencia Dr. Fullerton, CA 92831
www.latticeoptics.com
T: 714-449-0532, F: 714-449-0531
latticeoptics@gmail.com

Need optics & coatings?
Quality, quick service & any quantity
24 hrs turnaround on most optics & coatings
CUSTOM optics with a lightening quick delivery
One of the largest INVENTORIES in the industry

Optics / Filters Manufacturing

Optical Filters
Infrared, VIS, UV
Bandpass • Longwave-pass
Shortwave-pass • Broad-Bandpass
Neutral Density
•‑First quality production over-runs
•‑>100,000 filters for immediate delivery
•‑Typical size 1 inch dia, most filters can be turned
down or diced to smaller dimensions
•‑3 inch dia Si and Ge filter waters available for
specific wavelengths
•‑Custom design for prototype or OEM

Applications:

www.spectrogon.com

Then, challenge us!
High power ultrafast laser optics.
High damage threshold optics & coatings.
High damage PBS, high energy beam expanders.
Excimer, YAG, CO2 optics. OPO, crystal & laser rod
coatings, prisms mirrors, windows, beamsplitters,
polarizing optics, waveplates, filters spherical,
cylindrical & aspheric lenses, Etalons
(0.1mm‑20mm thk).
Coating service (1 day)
AR, DAR, TAR, BBAR, PR, HR, Hybrid, Metallic
UV(from 157nm), VIS, NIR, Mid IR, Far IR
Catalog
Request our free catalog

•‑Gas Analysis-•-Moisture Sensors
•‑Emission/Environmental Monitoring
•‑Analytical Instruments-•-Process Control
•‑Medical/Clinical/Respiratory/Agricultural
•‑Alcohol Analyzers-•-Astronomical
•‑Laser Instruments-•-Machine Vision
•‑Thermal Imaging-•-Fluorescence

Optical Coatings
Anti-reflection • Beamsplitter
High reflections mirror
•‑Coating Service capabilities 193-20000 nm

SPECTROGON
Sweden: sales.se@spectrogon.com
Tel +46 86382800
USA: sales.us@spectrogon.com
Tel +1 9733311191
UK: sales.uk@spectrogon.com
Tel +44 1592770000
www.spectrogon.com

NEWS & PRODUCTS • DEFENSE & SECURITY
DETECTORS & IMAGING • LASERS & SOURCES
SPECTROSCOPY • TEST & MEASUREMENT

Free e-Newsletter from LaserFocusWorld
Sign up today at:

www.laserfocusworld.com/newsletters
Laser Focus World
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BUSINESS FORUM continued from page 64

• Provide LFO education to over 350 high school teachers, ad- ates have the luxury of receiving multiple offers for employment.
visors, counselors, and administrators, thereby impacting The National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore National
nearly 20,000 students in their classrooms;
Laboratory (Livermore, CA), Mazak Optronics (Elgin, IL),
• Organize 200 public events that provided outreach to 22,500 B&W Tek (Newark, DE), Lockheed Martin (Santa Barbara,
students, parents, teachers, and members of the gener- CA), and Coherent (Santa Clara, CA) are some of the organial public;
zations outside the southeastern U.S. that have recruited tech• Develop, build, and distribute 560 Light and Optics nicians from LASER-TEC colleges.
Exploration Kits to secondary school teachers;
Even though there is such a wide gap between the supply
• Author and publish the Laser and Fiber Optics Lesson Plans and demand of LFO technicians and a desperate need in the
and Fiber Optics for Technologists books geared for second- industry, prospective students are not flocking to LASER-TEC
ary schools and colleges; and
programs. We have to continue working hard to bring aware• Conduct workforce needs and skills assessments of 147 LFO ness to our youth about LFO technologies and career opportucompanies.
nities. From our experience, we found that students choose a
LASER-TEC serves eight southeast states (FL, GA, AL, MS, TN, field of study and eventually a career from the range of occupaSC, NC, and KY) in the area of lasers and optics, and the entire tions they are aware of. If you ask elementary school students
nation in fiber optics, spectroscopy, and photonic integrated cir- what they would like to be when they grow up, the most comcuits. The leading LASER-TEC colleges are Indian River State mon answer would be a teacher because that is the only career
College (Fort Pierce, FL), Central Carolina Community College they have been introduced to and know about. But as children
(Lillington, NC), and Tri-County Technical College (Pendleton, go through middle and high school, their horizons expand to
SC), but many other colleges have partnered with LASER-TEC include other careers.
and offer LFO courses as of this writing (see figure).
The technical LFO careers are “hidden” behind the walls
Graduates of these colleges have been sought out by compa- of industrial companies and organizations in which students
nies and organizations from around the country. Many gradu- have no access. Most parents, teachers, and counselors are not
aware of these occupations, either, so students very rarely have
an opportunity to learn and consider a career in LFO.
Because of this realization, LASER-TEC partner colleges have
engaged in a continuous awareness campaign to K-12 students,
teachers, advisors, and administrators. This campaign is not a
once-only informational event, but a systematic awareness campaign with several occurrences throughout the year, repeated
in the following years as the students go through their secondary school.
LASER-TEC’s efforts are greatly enhanced as the LFO industry gets involved by assigning their technicians and engineers to
talk to K-12 audiences, opening its doors to facility tours, offering apprenticeships or internships, and creating awareness materials (such as videos, posters, and informational flyers), among
other efforts. Together with the industry partners, the Center
has sponsored multiple awareness activities, but more systematic work needs to be done to reach out to a wider audience.
We urge companies in the field of light-based technologies to
participate in this awareness campaign by starting in a feasible
way for your organization.
Please consider how your organization can help bring LFO
awareness to our next generation of technicians, scientists, and
engineers—this will benefit our children, our economy, and our
nation.
REFERENCES
1. See http://bit.ly/2fgoJgF.
2. See www.onetonline.org.
3. See http://www.op-tec.org/resources/industry-demand-report.
4. I. D. Wyatt and K. J. Byun, “The U.S. economy to 2018: From recession to
recovery,” MLR, 132, 11, 11–29 (2009).
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BusinessForum
THE INTERSECTION OF BUSINESS AND PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY

Laser and fiber optics technician
education for the next generation
C H R Y S PA N AY I O T O U

Undoubtedly, the vast majority of techSpokane C. C.
nological innovation in the 21st century is fueled by the advancement of
lasers, optics, and fiber-optic commuSUNY Ulster C. C.
nications, or—as we technical people
call it—photonics.
Wayne County C. C. District
Wake Technical College
Technicians that can build, install,
Central Carolina C. C.
Tennessee College of Applied Tech
• Newbern
maintain, and repair the multitude of
Cape Fear C. C.
• Whiteville
Tri-County Technical College
systems utilizing photonics technolMississippi Delta C. C.
Lanier Technical College
ogies in the following sectors of the
Bishop State C. C.
Wiregrass
Georgia Technical College
economy are in short supply: industrial
Houston C. C.
Lake Technical Center
manufacturing; healthcare; sensing,
Passo Hernando State College
Eastern Florida State College
monitoring, and control; communiHillsborough C. C.
Indian River State College
Seminole Vocation Education Center
cation information processing and
Sarasota County Technical Center
storage; semiconductor processing
and manufacturing; consumer and This map shows the colleges that have partnered with LASER-TEC and offer LFO
entertainment systems; lighting and courses. Those designated with the yellow triangle are outside the southeast area.
displays; solar photovoltaics and alternative energy; defense, security, and offered multiple jobs before they even graduate.
law enforcement, and many more that
Because of the exponential advancement of LFO applications, the industry
are announced every day.
demand for qualified LFO technicians has been growing faster than the increase
The U.S. Laser and Fiber Optics in highly skilled graduates from two-year colleges. The recovery of the U.S. econ(LFO) industry currently employs omy and the return of retirement savings to pre-2008 levels has enabled many
over 7 million professionals.1 In this professionals to finally start retiring.4 This further widened the gap in the supexponentially growing market, devel- ply and demand of the technical LFO workforce.
oping and sustaining the LFO techSince the inception of the LASER-TEC Center in September 2013, its prinical pipeline in the U.S. is a task of mary mission has been to address this issue and develop a sustainable pipeline
national importance. According to the of qualified LFO technicians to meet the industry demand across the southeast
U.S. Department of Labor O*NET region. During this period, LASER-TEC has hosted over 250 outreach events
project, 17,100 photonics/LFO tech- and launched dozens of informational and promotional e-mail campaigns that
nicians (1710 per year) will be needed have reached thousands of Center stakeholders. Additionally, we have particibetween 2014 and 2024.2 However, all pated in nearly 100 state and national conferences, meetings, and symposiums.
U.S. colleges with photonics/LFO pro- Specifically, the Center has been able to accomplish the following:
grams produce collectively only 300 • Increase the number of LFO students from 95 to 153, an increase of 61%;
technicians annually3 —the demand is • Increase the number of program graduates from 23 to 98—a growth of 426%
almost six times greater than the supand 100% work placement or academic articulation with an average startply! It is evident that technicians with
ing salary of $53,000;
continued on page 62
specialized training in LFO are, and
will continue to be, in high demand. CHRYS PANAYIOTOU is the director of LASER-TEC, Fort Pierce, FL; e-mail: cpanayio@
LASER-TEC graduates are routinely irsc.edu; www.laser-tec.org.
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Aerotech Nanopositioners

Linear Stages • Rotary Stages • Vertical Lift and Z Stages • Goniometers
Download
your free
copy of the
Nanopositioners
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Aerotech nanopositioners provide the nanometer-level linear accuracy and
sub-arc-second rotary accuracy required for today’s leading research, development, and
production efforts.

Our rotary
nanopositioners offer:

• 1 nm resolution

• 0.01 arc-second resolution

• <1 nm in-position stability

• 0.005 arc-second in-position stability

• ±75 nm repeatability

• 1.5 arc-second repeatability

• ±250 nm accuracy

• 3 arc-second accuracy

• Up to 160 mm travel

• 360° continuous or limited travel

The exceptional performance coupled with long travel make Aerotech nanopositioners the
logical choice when involved in cutting-edge research and development efforts that will be
migrated to full production. Visit our website for complete product specifications, CADs, and
ordering information, or contact our local Application Engineers for further information or
assistance.

Ph: 412-963-7470 • Email: sales@aerotech.com • www.aerotech.com
WORLD HEADQUARTERS: USA
THE AMERICAS • EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST • ASIA-PACIFIC
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Our linear
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